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 Environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFRs) from combustion-generated PM 
have been demonstrated to form via reactions of molecular precursors with redox-active 
transition metals at 150-500oC thermal reactions in a few seconds reaction times.  While 
ambient temperatures are much lower, soils/sediments contain similar transition metals, 
and reaction times of contaminants in soils/sediments are years, rather than seconds.  This 
questions whether EPFRs could be formed at ambient temperatures in soils/sediments 
from Superfund sites that are contaminated with hazardous materials.  
      Superfund soils contaminated with PCP from Georgia and Montana, and 
sediments contaminated with PAHs from Washington. Using EPR spectroscopy, EPFR 
concentrations and structural assignments were determined. Contaminated 
soils/sediments were ~30x, ~12x, ~2x higher than the background at the Georgia, 
Montana, and Washington sites, respectively. Conventional humic substances extraction 
procedures revealed ~90% of the EPFRs originated from clays/minerals/humins fraction. 
Similarity of EPR signals in the Georgia and Montana PCP contaminated soils were 
observed (g = 2.00300 and ΔHp-p = 6.0 G), whereas, signals in the Washington 
sediments were similar to other PAH contaminated soils (g = 2.00270 and ΔHp-p = 
9.0G).  Several methods of analyses (Total Carbon Content, GC-MS, ICP-AES, Vapor 
and gas/liquid phase dosing) confirm pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR.  Chemisorption and 
electron transfer from PCP or PAHs to transition metals and other electron sinks in soil 
are indicated for EPFRs formation.  




heating system indicated the formation of a more oxygen-centered structure of the 
pentachlorophenoxyl radical or new, similar radicals. Both type of heating system, open 
and closed, demonstrated an EPFR concentrations that peaked at ~10 x 1018 spins/g of 
soil at ~75-100oC, with lifetimes of 2 – 24 days at room temperature in ambient air 
indicating persistency in the environment. 
Discovery of EPFRs formed in PCP contaminated soils indicates that EPFRs are 
not only confined to combustion-generated particles. Studies on EPFR similar to 
pentachlorophenoxyl cause cardiopulmonary dysfunctions via induction of oxidative 
stress. The existence of potentially toxic EPFRs questions the long held belief that 
















CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION*† 
The research described herein is a detailed study of the formation of environmentally 
persistent free radicals (EPFRs) in real world environmental samples. This research is divided 
into three parts, beginning with the investigation of whether EPFRs exist in real world 
environmental samples such as soils/sediments contaminated with hazardous waste materials.   
As reported in the published literature, EPFRs are formed on the surface of combustion-
generated particulate matter containing different metal oxides (copper, iron, nickel, and zinc) 
supported on silica from aromatic adsorbates under post combustion conditions [1-5]. Since our 
hypothesis maintains soils contain the same transition metals and the reaction times of 
contaminants within soils are years, rather than seconds, our research addressed the question: 
Can EPFRs also be formed in soils at ambient temperatures?  For the first study, soil samples 
were collected from a Superfund wood treating site, for which pentachlorophenol (PCP) was the 
major contaminant. PCP is hydrophobic and tends to sorb onto solid matter [6].  Because 
chlorophenols were previously demonstrated to form EPFRs via thermal reactions [5], PCP in a 
clay soil appeared to be an ideal choice to explore the potential for formation of EPFRs in 
contaminated soils. We investigated the presence of EPFRs on these soils using electron 
paramagnetic resonance  (EPR) spectroscopy.  GC-MS analyses were performed to elucidate the 
structure and facilitate identification of EPFR.  PCP incubation studies via gas phase and liquid 
phase were performed to further verify the responsible EPFRs.   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
*Part of this manuscript is reproduced with permission from Dela Cruz, A.L.N.; Gehling, W.; Lomnicki, S.; Cook, 
R.; Dellinger, B.  Detection of Environmentally Persistent Free Radicals at a Superfund Wood Treating Site.  
Environ. Sci. Technol. 2011, 45(15), 6356-6365.  Copyright 2011. American Chemical Society. 
†	  Part of this manuscript is reproduced with permission from Dela Cruz, A.L.N.; Cook, R.; Lomnicki, S.; Dellinger, 
B.  Effect of Low Temperature Thermal Treatment on Soils Contaminated with Pentachlorophenol and 
Environmentally Persistent Free Radicals.  Environ. Sci. Technol. (Submitted: January 28, 2012).  Copyright 2012. 





In the second study, to validate the findings from our first investigation that EPFRs were 
formed on the available mixture of organic, inorganic and biological components within a soil 
via electron transfer to a soil substrate, we investigated two additional superfund soil and 
sediment samples.  We realized that EPFRs might be far more ubiquitous than previously 
suspected or envisioned, especially at sites contaminated with hazardous wastes. This second 
study addressed the potential for formation of EPFRs in the soils from hazardous contaminants 
not only with PCP, but also with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB), and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE). We were able to obtain 
additional soils and sediments samples from Superfund sites in Montana and Washington 
collected by our co-collaborators from Texas A&M, College Station, Texas. We investigated the 
comparison of EPFRs detected in relation to the contaminant inherent to the soil or sediment 
from these three superfund samples using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. 
GC-MS analyses were performed to elucidate the structure and facilitate identification of EPFRs.  
Physical and chemical component analysis was performed in order to characterize the 
composition of the soil or sediment under study. 
Using an application-type approach in the third study, we emulated the conditions of the 
currently employed cleanup and remediation techniques that uses the low temperature thermal 
treatment process, and then identified its effect on our detected EPFRs. Since EPFRs were 
reported to form by interaction of molecular precursors and particulate matter at temperatures 
below 600oC, additional EPFRs may be formed during incineration and even more so during low 
and moderate temperature thermal treatment.  In this study, we investigated the effects of low 
temperature thermal treatment of soils contaminated with PCP and pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR. 




system (oxygen-rich condition) wherein soils are heated in an open-air atmosphere, and a closed 
heating system (oxygen starved condition) wherein soils are heated under vacuum within a 
temperature range of 25oC to 300oC. Monitoring of the possible interconversion of molecular 
PCP to pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR (vice versa) and probable formation of new similar radicals 
were simultaneously monitored via GC-MS analysis and EPR Spectroscopy.  In addition, the 
persistency and stability of the surface associated-radicals detected in both types of thermal 
treatment were addressed.  This expands on previous studies in our laboratory on other EPFRs 
and provides additional data and interpretation of EPR spectra of EPFRs on real world surrogates 
such as contaminated Superfund soil samples. 
1.1 Discovery of EPFRs 
Research studies from our group have discovered many pollutants are formed by 
interactions with transition metals associated with particulate matter (PM) [7-11].  This was 
originally discovered through research on the origin of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and 
furans (PCDD/F).  Research revealed PCDD/F precursors such as chlorophenols (CP) and 
chlorobenzenes (CBz) adsorbed to the surface, where they underwent reactions catalyzed by 
copper oxide, and possibly other transition metals, in the post-flame cool-zone at temperatures 
below 600oC (cf. Figure 1.1)[12, 13].  In-depth research into the mechanism of formation, led to 
the realization that the precursors chemisorb to the transition metals on the surfaces of PM. The 
mechanism is shown in Figure 1.2 and it follows processes in a sequential manner; first, 
physisorption of the gas phase HQ to the surface, followed by chemisorption via elimination of 
H2O, then metal reduction via electron transfer from HQ, and finally, formation of surface-
associated radical, which can be carbon- or oxygen centered [12].  





organic pollutants interact with particulate matter (PM) at certain conditions was identified. 
Researchers reported a new chemical species, wherein chemical pollutants chemically bond to 
some particles to form what we refer to as “pollutant-particle systems” [14-17]. When these 
systems contain a transition metal oxide, the organic pollutant (mostly aromatic compounds) 
chemisorb to the surface of metal oxide, then reduce the metal and form a surface-associated 
organic free radical (cf Figure 1.2) [12].  The formation of “pollutant-particle system” is via 
chemisorption; the process of chemical bond formation between the particle and pollutant [12].  
It is well documented that many transition metal oxides can be easily reduced by a chemisorbed 
organic, converting the metal to its reduced form [18].  What has not been previously recognized 
is that in the process of reducing the metal, an organic free radical is formed.  Our group has 
Figure 1.1 Surface-mediated formation of EPFRs on metal oxide and PCDD/F in the post –
combustion cool zone of thermal processes. 
	  









revealed that the association of the free radical with the surface of the metal containing particles 
stabilizes the radical [12].  This does not necessarily mean that a “non-free radical” is formed.  
Rather, it is a radical with dual properties, with a dynamic equilibrium between the reduced and 
oxidized form [12].  With enough oxidized form, it assumes free radical properties that are 
detectable by EPR spectroscopy and sometimes react as free radicals [12]. At the same time, it 
has enough reduced form that assumes chemisorbate properties making them stable (do not 
decompose easily) and non-reactive (e.g., do not react with O2) [12] . The combined stability and 
non-reactivity is referred to as environmental persistence, hence, the name environmentally 
persistent free radicals (EPFRs) [5, 19].  Furthermore, these EPFRs have been reported to be 
biologically active [3, 20, 21] and biomedical researches have now shown exposure to these 
EPFR-containing ultrafine particles (UFP) and fine particles (FP) generate reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) and oxidative stress in the host, leading to pulmonary [14, 16] and cardiovascular 
dysfunction. 
	  
Figure 1.2 Formation of pollutant-particle system of hydroquinone (HQ) on a Cu(II)O 





1.2 Nature of Free Radicals 
	  
It is well known that free radicals with unpaired electrons can exist under certain special 
conditions and can be studied by various analytical techniques such as electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.  Short lived radicals, e.g. hydroxyl, are very stable, but are highly 
reactive [2].  Small organic radicals such as phenyl, vinyl, or methyl, are somewhat less reactive 
but are also less stable [2].  Resonance stabilized radicals such as cyclopentadienyl, propargyl, 
and phenoxyl are not highly reactive with molecular species including oxygen; and can undergo 
radical-radical recombination reactions to form polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and 
dibenzofurans (PCDD/F), PAH, and possibly soot at moderately high temperatures in the post-
flame and cool-zone region of combustion and thermal processes [2].  Semiquinone radicals, 
which are resonance stabilized, and are sufficiently non-reactive, can exist for seconds in air or 
oxygenated solutions [2, 22, 23].  The following sections will discuss the evidences of origin and 
existence of these EPFRs derived from “pollutant-particle systems”. 
1.3 Origin of EPFRs in Combustion-Generated PM 
Particulate matter size analysis shows that it can be divided into three categories: coarse  
(accumulation mode), fine, and ultrafine particles, the latter two defined as the nucleation mode. 
Particles with mean aerodynamic diameter larger than 2.5 µm are called coarse particles. The 
particles that have mean aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 µm are called fine particles or 
PM2.5, while the ultrafine particles are those that are smaller than 0.1 µm. The aerodynamic 
diameter of a particle is defined as the diameter of a sphere of unit density with the same 
terminal velocity as the particle in question [24]. Airborne fine (70%) and ultrafine particles 
(90%) originate from combustion processes [25], e.g. internal combustion engines, industrial 




Combustion-generated particles can be classified as primary and secondary. Particles 
generated  from direct emission from its source, e.g. vehicular emission, industrial processes, and 
biomass burning, form primary combustion-generated particles. When supersaturated vapors 
nucleate to form particles from gas phase compounds, secondary combustion-generated particles 
are formed [36]. The zone theory of combustion explains the formation of particulate matter 
from combustion, which divides the combustion process [37, 38]  into four  zones: zone 1 - the 
pre-flame (fuel zone), zone 2 - the high temperature flame zone, zone 3 - the postflame thermal 
zone, and zone 4 - the gas quench cool zone and the surface catalysis cool zone (cf Figure 1.3).  
Zone 4 is characterized by a gradual or rapid quenching of the gas temperature where 
emissions of partially oxidized hydrocarbons and chlorocarbons occur.  Also on this zone, 
reactions due to the effects of surfaces at temperatures between 200 and 600oC were observed. 
Reactions such as surface-catalysis formation of polychlorinated dibenzodioxin and 
dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) [40, 41]. And formation of combustion-generated particulate matter 
containing free radicals via the interaction of the aromatic molecular precursor to the transition 
	  	  	  	   	  





metal containing particulate matter has also been reported. A radical formation and stabilization 
through association with transition metals results to generation of highly resonance-stabilized 
semiquinone and phenoxyl radicals [39]. Since the temperature is not high enough for the 
pollutants to be destroyed, desorption from the surface and release to the atmosphere may occur. 
The key formation of these products has been reported to be catalyzed by transition metals [42-
44].  Since the temperature is very high, free radicals are not expected to form or stabilized on 
the surface in the first three zones. However, in the post combustion zone, which is the cool zone 
region with temperature ranges from about 150 to 500 oC, surface-mediated reactions can occur 
to form environmentally persistent free radicals [39, 45-48].  
The combustion processes generating “pollutant-particle systems” resulting in the 
formation of EPFRs will be discussed in the following sections. 
1.3.1 EPFRs in Combustion-Generated PM: TPM of Tobacco Smoke 
Cigarette burning is a highly complex combustion source and is unlike other controlled 
combustion sources that are designed to have uniform reaction conditions whose purpose is to 
either generate energy or destroy hazardous wastes.  In these sources, fuel and air are well mixed 
under stoichiometric or oxidizing conditions, and the temperature is high enough to destroy at 
least >99% of the fuels and by-products.   In contrast, tobacco/cigarettes are designed to deliver 
various chemicals to the smoker.  According to the Department of Health and Human Services, 
cigarettes contain about 599 additives when they are not lit; however, upon burning, more than 
4000 chemical compounds are released [49, 50]. It has been previously reported that there are at 
least two different classes of radicals in tobacco smoke: those found in total particulate matter 
(TPM) [51, 52] and those observed in the vapor phase [53, 54].  TPM is defined as the portion of 




>0.1 um in diameter with an efficiency of 99.9%.  TPM from pyrolyzed sample of 
tobacco is a complex combination of thermal degradation and distillation (a wide range of 
burning conditions in a tobacco/cigarette) including temperatures ranging from room 
 
Figure 1.4  Map of radical formation on cigarette burning.	  
      
 Figure 1.5  Model of free radical generation from oxidative pyrolysis of tobacco. 





temperature to over 1000oC and both oxygen rich and oxygen starved burning and distillation 
conditions (cf Figure 1.4). Formation of products approximately containing 500 hydroxy 
aromatic compounds ranging from simple volatile monophenols, catechols, hydroquinones up to 
complex polyphenols are observed [55].  
The TPM contains relatively stable radicals which were first detected by EPR in 1958 
[56]. Furthermore, investigations of free radicals from collected TPM of tobacco smoke 
conducted by our group suggested that there are three types of free radicals from TPM [57-60] 
(cf Figure 1.5 and 1.6).  Type 1 primary TPM radicals, with a characteristic g-factor of 2.0064, 
are believed to be tyrosyl radicals. Type 2 primary TPM radicals, with a g-factor of 2.0035, are 
surface-associated or bulk polymeric, carbon-centered radicals containing vicinal oxygen. 
Secondary TPM radicals, having g factor of 2.0053, are believed to be semiquinone radicals [57-
60]. Conversely, the gas-phase fraction of tobacco smoke contains short lived radicals that can be 
observed effectively by EPR spin trapping techniques [61, 62].  Using this technique, it has been 
demonstrated that alkyl and alkoxyl radicals are present and their concentration increases in the 
smoke during the first minutes of aging [63].     
 
Figure 1.6 Radicals observed from fractional pyrolysis of Bright tobacco. “Reprinted with 





The discovery of the existence of semiquinone-type radicals in cigarettes has been 
implicated in the toxicity of cigarette smoke via oxidative stress induced by redox-cycles that 
produce biologically damaging ROS such as peroxide, superoxide, and hydroxyl radicals [39].  
Since it is well known that catechol (CT), hydroquinone (HQ), and structurally similar 
derivatives are among the most abundant organic constituents of tobacco smoke, they are 
strongly implicated as progenitors of surface-bound semiquinone-type radicals [64-68].  
1.3.2 EPFRs in Combustion-Generated PM: Soot 
The initial findings of semiquinone-type of radicals in TPM from tobacco smoke, have 
led researchers to postulate and hypothesize if similar radicals are present in soot generated from 
combustion processes.  Soot formation from combustion processes is thought to be by 
homogeneous, gas phase nucleation, molecular growth, and aggregation/agglomeration of 
organic species and was reported to form nano-, submicron-, and supermicron - particles that 
 




contain catalytically active transition metals (cf Figure 1.7). Previous studies have shown that a 
strong EPR signal that indicate the presence of unpaired electrons have been reported in coal 
dusts, diesel exhaust particulate, and coal fly ash [4, 69].  Initially, these signals have generally 
been attributed to a highly delocalized electron in a carbon or soot matrix [70] or a radical cation 
of PAH [71]. However, delocalized, carbon-centered soot radicals are insoluble and radical 
cations of PAH are not stable in air [4]. Dellinger et al, with their examination of soot generated 
from combustion of various chlorinated and brominated hydrocarbons as well as PM from a 
hazardous waste incinerator, found soot contains organic EPFRs with EPR g-factors that are 
typical of organic, carbon centered radicals with a nearby oxygen or chlorine substituent  (cf 
Figure 1.8) [4]. Our groups’ assignment of a semiquinone-type of radicals is more consistent to 
            
Figure 1.8  EPR Spectra of soot generated from combustion of toxic halocarbons. “Reprinted 





other reports in literature regarding the toxicity of combustion generated PM.  The discovery of 
the long-lived nature of these radicals also supports the assignment as semiquinone radicals 
rather than a radical cation that would be rapidly destroyed in air.  Furthermore, extracts from 
incinerator soot induced DNA damage in in vitro and ex vivo cell systems. Findings that this 
damage is reduced by the addition of SOD and catalase, suggest production of ROS was the 
source of damage [4].  These studies indicated EPFRs generated by incineration or thermal 
treatment of hazardous substances could potentially cause adverse human health impacts.	   
1.3.3 EPFRs in Combustion-Generated PM: Airborne Fine Particles (PM2.5) 
 The principal source of airborne PM2.5 is combustion emissions, either primary 
particulate emissions or particulate matter formed from atmospheric reactions of gaseous 
 
Figure 1.9  EPR Spectra of EPFRs in airborne fine particles collected from multiple cities in 
the United States. “Reprinted with permission from Reference 3. Copyright 2001 American 




combustion emission [3].  Exposure to airborne fine particles PM2.5 is implicated in excess of 
50,000 yearly deaths in the USA, as well as a number of chronic respiratory illnesses [3].  Since 
the principal source of airborne fine particles is combustion, and combustion sources generate 
radicals, it was suspected that PM2.5 may contain radicals. Indeed, studies have been proven that 
EPFRs were detected on these fine particles.  An EPR study was conducted for multiple samples 
of PM2.5 that were collected from five different US cities, and the similarity of the observed EPR 
spectra was the most striking feature of these particles (cf Figure 1.9) [3].  Additionally, it has 
been reported that the 	    EPR signal detected was from a family of semiquinones with slightly 
different g-factors that can be attributed to the inhomogeneity of the sample and to various 
degrees of interactions with metal ions.   
 The EPR Spectra of the five PM2.5 samples are similar to the EPR Spectra observed for 
 





the cigarette tar radicals. Additional PM2.5 studies collected near a highly industrialized area in 
Baton Rouge (cf Figure 1.10) arrived at the same conclusion of detecting high concentrations of 
1017 – 1018 radicals/g of PM2.5 [72]. The EPFRs half-lives were comparable to those observed in 
laboratory studies on EPFRs formation by chlorinated and non-chlorinated aromatic 
hydrocarbons on fine particles of CuO/silica and Fe2O3/silica [72].  This further suggests that 
EPFRs survive under atmospheric conditions and can survive on particles suspended in the 
atmosphere in the presence of sunlight and constant oxidizing conditions.    
1.4 Environmental and Health Implications of EPFRs 
As noted from the previous sections, these subsequent studies have demonstrated that 
EPFRs are persistent in the environment.  This indicated that these “pollutant-particle systems,” 
a new type of chemical species, could also be considered as a new emerging type of 
environmental pollutant. Moreover, since EPFRs were first discovered as an intermediate from 
the study on the mechanism of formation of PCDD/F in combustion sources via surface radical-
radical recombination or reaction of gas phase and surface bound radicals. The result may 
suggest that EPFRs might have the ability to act as an intermediate or precursor to formation of 
other secondary pollutants.   From these studies it can be rationalized that EPFRs play a major 
role in pollution formation. 
Furthermore, results from the reported studies of EPFRs on PM from TPM, soot, and 
airborne PM2.5, researchers have determined that these “pollutant-particle systems” can damage 
DNA.  Thus, EPFRs are postulated to induce oxidative stress and diseases to exposed and 
susceptible individuals.  
Many researchers who investigated the toxicology of PM, prior to the discovery of 




important in understanding its toxicity. Particulate matter is associated with serious health risk, 
especially ultrafine particles, due to their higher surface area and number concentration where 
large amounts of toxic pollutants can condense on its surface [75]. Deep penetration of these 
small-sized PM into the interstitial spaces of the lungs, where they can be deposited to the 
alveoli, bronchi, and other parts of the lower respiratory system, is reported in literature [76-78]. 
Other studies reported the number concentration alone can lessen the effectivity of macrophages, 
which are responsible for engulfing foreign bodies [79]. The penetration of ultrafine particles can 
go deeper into the cellular level, where it can be deposited in mitochondria causing oxidative 
stress and ultimately major structural damage [80]. Ultrafine particles are thought to circulate 
systemically and circumvent the very tight blood-brain barrier [78, 81-83], thus ultimately be 
translocating to the brain [84], where they exert deleterious effects.  
The ability of PM to induce damage may depend on redox cycling ability of organic 
compounds adsorbed on its surface [80]. Several toxicological studies demonstrated that PM 
could produce immunological [85-87] and inflammatory responses in cells. Particulate matter is 
highly deleterious to adults, particularly the elderly, and infants or children with pre-existing 
conditions, especially those with existing cardio-vascular and respiratory problems [85-87].  The 
increase in asthma incidence due to decline in lung functions, both in adults and children, have 
been shown to correlate with ultrafine and fine particles exposure [88-91] which causes the 
inflammation of the respiratory tract [89, 90].  The adverse health effects due to exposure to high 
levels of particulate matter both the coarse and fine fractions, are believed to include 
cardiovascular [76-78], pulmonary and respiratory disease [85], myocardical infarction, and 
stroke [92-95]. Particulate matter is also implicated in the incidence of cancer [96, 97], especially 




emissions of PM2.5 were observed [98-106]. Association between mortality of specific causes 
associated with PM2.5 is higher than PM10 [92, 107-109], which shows that much of the risk in 
particulate matter is due to the fine and ultrafine fractions.   
One consistent finding on the toxicological effect associated with particulate matter, is 
that its main toxic effect is primarily through the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
[110-113], which include hydrogen peroxide, superoxide, and hydroxyl radical, the latter which 
by far is the most damaging of all the ROS [114-117]. The cellular processes, such as energy 
source, chemical signal transduction, and immune function are maintained by the continuous 
presence of ROS in the body. However, the overproduction of ROS can cause failure of the 
body’s defense system and result in structural damage to cellular components [73].  The 
excessive generation of ROS exerted by PM is thought to cause acute and chronic diseases [118, 
119], via induction of oxidative stress, whereby the body overreacts to a stimulus and triggers a 
stress response [52, 92, 120-126]. Some of the metals in particulate matter can also catalyze ROS 
[111], specifically, iron, which is recognized to produce pro-inflammatory effects [127-129]. 
One of the generally accepted models in the toxicity of particulate matter proposes that surface 
bound semiquinone-type radical produces superoxide from molecular oxygen [51, 52, 125, 126, 
130-135]. The semiquinone radical undergoes dismutation [136] with biological reducing agents 
e.g. NADPH, to produce hydrogen peroxide, which can then react with transition metals such as 
iron forming hydroxyl radicals via Fenton reaction, which then damage DNA [52, 130, 131, 
136].  Due to the very short lifetime of 10-9 s of hydroxyl radicals, it is postulated that they are 
generated in very close proximity to the DNA molecule to induce damage [136]. However, the 
problem is, exogenous iron in PM is inactive toward Fenton reaction because it primarily exists 




that endogenous iron is bound in biological systems and not readily available to participate in 
Fenton reaction. However, a recent study resulted in the discovery that superoxide does not only 
dismutate to hydrogen peroxide, but can also attack Fe-S cluster protein in biological systems 
liberating the bound iron, making it available for the Fenton reaction [138].  Figure 1.11 depicts 
the schematic mechanism of the production of ROS from surface-stabilized semiquinone-type 
radical [166] and consequent damage of the generated hydroxyl radical to the DNA molecule by 
a single strand nicking [136].  
	  	  	  	   	  
 Figure 1.11 Generation of ROS catalyzed by surface-bound semiquinone radical. 





1.5 EPFRs in Soils and Sediments? 
From the evidences presented for the existence of EPFRs from combustion generated PM, 
and their potential role in pollution formation and human health toxicity, we postulated EPFRs 
can exist in other real world environmental samples such as soils and sediments contaminated 
with hazardous materials.  Since soils contain the same transition metals and the reaction times 
are in years rather than seconds, the question was whether EPFRs could also be formed in soils at 
ambient temperatures, in contrast to the EPFRs that were formed via thermal reactions at 
temperatures between 150 and 500 °C, with reaction times of a few seconds. This suggested 
EPFRs might be more ubiquitous than originally thought.  
Soil is a mixture of inorganic, organic, and biological components. It is a vast reservoir of 
complex chemical structures such as: heterogeneous mixture of macromolecular species and 
weakly associated molecular assemblies (WAMs) of soil organic matter (SOM) such as Humic 
acid, Fulvic acid, and Humins for the organic component; clays, minerals, and transition metals 
for the inorganic component; and bacteria, microbes, and enzymes for the biological component. 
These three components may serve as a host for accommodation of non-native or anthropogenic 
organic contaminants and become a potent health risk to exposed populations [139-142].  Soil 
properties such as acidity, functional residues such as sulfates, phenolates, enolates, 
carboxylates, quinonics, peroxides, etc., as well as reactive metals have been proposed as the 
causative agents [143-152].  A separate risk factor arises from the conversion of host-guest 
contaminants during thermal remediation, which may lead to formations of secondary molecular 
pollutants, e.g., chlorinated phenols and anisoles, on clay-based systems have been observed to 
form polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) [153-158]. Furthermore, 





coupling at the para-positions [6, 159].    
Detection of these pollutants suggests the possible formation of organic radicals as 
intermediates. Boyd and Mortland’s research on mechanistic formation dioxin in clay reported 
the detection of aromatic radical cation formation for chlorinated phenols on copper(II)-smectite 
via electron transfer from the aromatic species, reducing Cu(II) to Cu(I) (cf Figure 1.12) [153, 
154].  Additionally, there are reports on probable formation of radicals by the soil organic matter 
fraction acting as an electron shuttle between the pollutant and the metal.  Furthermore, reports 
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Figure 1. ESR spectra for radical cations of (A) standard pitch (g = 
2.0028), (E) pentachlorophenol, (C) 4-chlorophenol, and (D) 3-chloro- 
anisole on Cu(II)/Ca2+ ( i : i O  ratio of Cu(II)/Ca*+)-smectite. 
30 OC min-l to a maximum temperature of 280 "C. 
Methanol extract from the PCP reaction was analyzed 
by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for 
the presence of lower chlorinated phenols. A C-18 re- 
verse-phase column (LiChrosorb, 10 pm, EM Science) was 
used for separation. The mobile phase was a 1:l mixture 
of acetonitrile and 5% aqueous acetic acid with a flow rate 
of 2.0 mL mi&. Detection was by UV absorbance at either 
280 or 300 nm. Retention times and peak areas of 
standards and unknowns were measured with a Waters 
dat  module. Re e tion times of the extrac ed compounds 
were within f0.01 min of the standard compounds. De- 
tection b i t a  for PCP and octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin were 
0.5 ppm. 
Ultraviolet-visible differential spectra of the radical of 
3-chloroanisole on Cu(I1)-smectite were obtained by 
evaporating water suspensions of the clay on one internal 
surface of matched sample cells. The sample cell was then 
placed in n-hexane containing 3-chloroanisole and refluxed 
until a deep blue color developed. The cell still full of 
n-hexane was then removed from the refluxing equipment 
and placed in the sample side of a Perkin-Elmer 320 
spectrophotometer. The reference cell with its unreacted 
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Figure 2. Mass spectra of methanol extractable material from (A) 
3-chloroanisole and (6) pentachlorophenol refluxed in hexane with 
Cu(I1)-smectite. 
Results 
Figure 1 shows electron spin resonance (ESR) signals 
for the radical cations, of PCP, 4-chlorophenol, and 3- 
chloroanisole. These all appeared on Cu(II)/Ca2+smectite 
after refluxing the given compound with the clay in hexane. 
The signal for paramagnetic Cu(I1) was eliminated and 
replaced by the free electron of the organic radical cations. 
Loss of the Cu(I1) signal demonstrated that paramagnetic 
Cu(I1) was completely reduced to Cu(1) with concomitant 
oxidation of the organic molecule. The lack of hyperfine 
structure is consistent with ESR spectra of other aromatic 
molecules that form radical cations on transition metal 
layer silicates and has been attributed to rapid electron 
exchange on the smectite surface (6).  
A chromatogram of the methanol-extractable material 
remaining after PCP was refluxed in hexane with Cu- 
(11)-smectite revealed both unreacted PCP and a reaction 
product identified by cochromatography as 2,3,5,6-tetra- 
chlorophenol (data not presented). These data showed 
that some dechlorination occurred under the conditions 
of these experiments. The presence of unreacted PCP was 
expected because PCP was added in excess of the Cu(I1) 
present as Cu(II)-smectite. Reoxidation of Cu(1) to Cu(I1) 
with air would allow the reaction of additional PCP. 
Residues extracted from the 3-chloroanisole and PCP 
experiments were analyzed by mass spectrometry (Figure 
2). Formation of a dimer from 3-chloroanisole was clearly 
evidenced by the intense mass at  m l e  282. Relative in- 
tensities of the masses at 282 (A) ,  284 (A + 2), and 286 (A 
+ 4) were consistent with that predicted for the dimer with 
two chlorine atoms. The mass spectral data from the PCP 
residue also indicated the formation of a dimer. Masses 
were observed at  m l e  460,424, 390, and 356. The mass 
at  mle  266 was PCP (A + 2). The highest mass observed 
at m / e  460 (A + 4) corresponds to an oxidized PCP dimer. 
Either a diphenoquinone or dibenzodioxin structure could 
be assigned to the observed molecular weight. The di- 
phenoquinone structure seems most likely because the 
Environ. Sci. Technoi., Vol. 20, No. 10, 1986 1057 
Figure 1.12  Example of EPR spectra of pentachlorophenol (phenoxyl-type radical cation) on 
copper (II) smectite clay.	  “Reprinted with permission from Reference 154. Copyright 1986 









on the biological component of soil, e.g. the white rot fungi, have been reported to form 
phenoxyl radicals via interaction with lacasse or peroxidase enzymes.  These reports of radical 
formation for each individual component of soils means that there is evidence in the literature in 
support of our postulate that EPFRs can exist in contaminated soils and sediments.  
Thus, in real soil under real environmental situations, there are multiple components as 
well as the interactions among them that must be considered. Each of the three main 
components, namely, the mineral, organic matter, and biological, are known to play a role on  
radical formation. The manner in which each component, individually and in different 
combinations, can yield radicals from organic pollutant under environmentally relevant 
conditions, is still not fully understood, especially in regards to possible synergistic relations 
between different components. Moreover, the roles of different soil components in terms of their 
potential to convert the organic pollutant to EPFRs require further investigation.  
The potential formation of radicals can affect the toxicity of the matrix in currently 
unpredictable ways. Thus, it is important to understand both the role of these potential radicals as 
intermediates in the formation of new pollutants and their toxicity as pollutants in their own 
right. 
1.6 Research Aims and Objectives 
In order to initiate our studies on investigating the possible EPFRs on PM from 
contaminated soils or sediments, we started with soils or sediments from existing abandoned 
contaminated sites listed on Superfund sites (National Priorities List Sites) [160]. Contaminated 
soils and sediments are the largest source of environmental and health issues associated with 




particles with hazardous substances.  These particles can be ingested or inhaled as windblown 
dust.  Remediation of the site can increase the chance of exposure as windblown dust and as 
particles emitted from treatment.  Furthermore, thermal treatment, including incineration and 
high temperature oxidation of thermally desorbed chemicals, are especially prone to producing 
fine and ultrafine particles with high surface-to-volume ratio, which enhance the probability of 
surface-related processes. All of this contributes to health risks in exposed populations, since 
nearly one quarter of all US residents live within 4 miles of Superfund sites where median 
airborne PM concentrations of 150 ug/m3 have been reported [160].   
Until now, there has been no consensus concerning the origin of the health impacts of 
airborne FPs, and the situation is even less settled for PM at Superfund sites containing complex 
mixtures of toxic organics, metals, and mineral substrates.  Our group suspects single or even 
multiple components of the particles acting independently in biological systems are the source of 
the health impacts of Superfund PM.  Our theory is that the transition metals and aromatic 
chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHC) associated with the particle act as a single, chemically bound 
pollutant-particle system.  This system produces an EPFRs of the CHC and a reduced transition 
metal that participates in a catalytic cycle in the exposed host to generate ROS and oxidative 
stress leading to pulmonary and cardiac disease [3, 161-164].  Under some conditions, these 
EPFRs also lead to formation of new, more toxic pollutants, such as PCDD/F.  
Thus, the study presented addresses the properties of the surfaces of these particles, how 
they mediate pollutant formation, and their mechanism of toxicity.  For the first part of the study, 
soil samples from a Superfund wood-treating site contaminated with pentachlorophenol (PCP) 
were investigated for the presence of EPFRs. PCP is hydrophobic and tends to sorb onto solid 




reactions [5], PCP in a clay soil appeared to be an ideal choice to explore the potential for 
formation of EPFRs in contaminated soils. 
The discovery that EPFRs can be formed on the available mixture of organic, inorganic 
and biological components within a soil via electron transfer to a soil substrate led us to 
hypothesize that EPFRs may be far more ubiquitous than previously suspected, can they exist at 
sites contaminated with hazardous wastes other than PCP [165].  Thus, the second part of the 
study addresses the potential for formation of EPFRs in the soils from hazardous contaminants 
such as PCP, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), and 
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE).   
For the last part of the study, we investigated the effect of low temperature thermal 
treatment of soils from a former wood treating facility containing EPFRs of PCP.  This study 
addresses the decay studies and temperature profiling of these soil EPFRs.  Simultaneous 
monitoring of molecular PCP helps us to assess the approximate conversion of its molecular 
form to EPFRs form.  
All the results that we gathered from these three studies were an expansion on previous 
studies in our laboratory and on other EPFRs and providing additional data and interpretation of 
EPR spectra of EPFRs on real world surrogates such as contaminated superfund soil samples. 
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CHAPTER II. EXPERIMENTAL* † 
2.1       Site Description  
The soil and sediment samples studied for this research were collected from three 
different Superfund sites in three states. The Superfund soils from Georgia were collected by our 
group whereas the Superfund soils and sediments from Montana and Washington were collected 
and sampled by our co-collaborator from Texas A&M, College Station, Texas. 
2.1.1    Georgia Superfund Site 
The contaminated soils were obtained from a 4-acre wood treatment facility used for 
treating railroad ties and poles from 1946-1991 [1].  The facility utilized creosote in the 
preservation process until the 1970’s, at which point pentachlorophenol (PCP) was added to the 
process and used exclusively until the facility closed in the 1980’s.  Tanks containing 30,723 
gallons of PCP and creosote remained on site until the Environmental Protection Agency  (EPA) 
removed them in 1994 [1]. 
2.1.2    Montana Superfund Site  
Between 1946 and 1969, the site was operated as a wood treatment facility [1].  Wood 
treating fluids such as creosote and PCP have been disposed of and spilled at the facility in 
several different locations. First reports of the contamination of domestic wells located within the 
vicinity of the facility were publicized in 1979 followed by an EPA site investigation.  In 1983, 
the site was included in the National Priorities List of Superfund Sites [1].  In 1988, EPA and the 
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Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) enacted final clean up methods for the 
affected media [1]. 
 
2.1.3    Washington Superfund Site 
The contaminated sediments were obtained from a 5.5 mile stretch of waterway that was 
added to the National Priority List in 2001 [1].  The waterway is surrounded by industrial 
facilities and numerous sources of pollution. For example, historically, industrial wastes from 
metal plating, slaughter houses, packing plants, carbide sludge, acid cleaning, caustic cleaning, 
and spilled oil have been discharged directly into the river, along with raw and treated sewage 
Figure 2.1  Aerial view of the Georgia Superfund Site. 
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and storm water [1].  Sediments present in the waterway contained a complex mixture of 
contaminants.  Although recent source control efforts have substantially reduced contaminant 
inputs and some cleanup activities have been conducted on the waterway (led by EPA and 
Washington Department of Ecology), contamination of the waterway is ongoing.  The primary 
contaminants of concern in waterway sediments include PCBs, PAHs, mercury and other metals, 
and phthalates [1]. 
2.2       Soil Sampling and Preparation  
Georgia. The contaminated soils were randomly collected from nine different locations 
inside the perimeter of the once-standing complex.  At each location, soil samples were collected 
at three different depths; top (0-10 cm), mid (>10-20 cm), and bottom (>20-30 cm).  The 
background non-contaminated soil samples were collected approximately 500 feet outside of the 
contaminated area.  All samples were placed in sealable plastic bags to prevent outside 
contamination and insure safe transport back to the lab.  Prior to chemical analyses, the soil 
samples were dried in an oven for 12 hrs at 55oC to remove water.  They were then ground to a 
homogeneous powder and sieved through a USA Standard Testing Sieve No. 120 (125µm 
opening) to eliminate any coarse-sized mineral and vegetative matter.  The soil sample prepared 
in this way is referred to as the whole soil (WS). 
Montana and Washington. The contaminated soils and sediments were collected and 
provided by our co-collaborators form Texas A&M University, College Station TX.  The non-
contaminated and contaminated soil samples were collected in 2005 and 2006 for the Montana 
site and the non-contaminated and contaminated sediment samples were collected in in 2007 and 
2008 for the Washington site.  All samples were placed in sealable vials to prevent outside 





Figure 2.2 Flow chart for extraction and analysis of contaminated and non-contaminated 
soils. 
sieved identically to the Georgia soil samples. 
2.3        Soil Analyses Methodology 
2.3.1     Humic Substances (HS) Extraction Method 
 The outline of the extraction procedure, the designation of samples, and the testing 
performed on each sample are summarized in Figure 2.  The HS extraction method was in 
accordance to the procedure recommended by the International Humic Substances Society 
(IHSS) [2-8].  Briefly, 2.0 g of soil samples were extracted with 20 mL of 0.1 M HCl.  The pH of 
the solution was adjusted between 1.0 and 2.0 with 1.0 M HCl.  The soil/HCl mixture was 




1478 x g for 10 min, and acid soluble supernatant was separated from the acid insoluble 
precipitate. 
The acid insoluble precipitate was neutralized with 1.0 M NaOH to a pH of 7.0, and a 20 
mL of 0.1 M NaOH was added under a nitrogen atmosphere [2-8].  The mixture was shaken for 
24 hrs and allowed to settle overnight.  Acid-base soluble (humic and fulvic acid) supernatant 
and acid-base (clay/minerlal/humin) insoluble precipitate were separated through centrifugation 
at 1478 x g for 10 min [2-8]. 
The acid soluble supernatant, the acid insoluble precipitate, the acid-base soluble 
supernatant, and the acid-base insoluble precipitate were dried and evaporated in a vacuum and 
oven-dried in circulating air at 55oC prior to EPR analysis [2-8].   
2.3.2    Soil Physical and Chemical Analysis   
The contaminated and non-contaminated soil and sediment samples for each site were 
analyzed for: moisture content, total carbon content, and percent ash (includes the incombustible 
content or residue) [9].  
 Moisture Content (Loss on Drying). Whole soil/sediments of 500 mg amounts were 
heated for 15 hrs at 100oC – 110oC and cooled in a dessicator prior to weighing.  
Total Carbon Analysis (Combustion-Oxidation Reaction). Whole soil/sediments of 500 
mg amounts were placed in a previously baked and cleaned sample boat.  Samples were 
combusted in a model SSM-5000A furnace under UHP oxygen flow at 900oC, a temperature 
sufficient to completely oxidize most organic species. The calibration standards were prepared 
by directly weighing 5 mg, 15 mg, and 30 mg of glucose, placing them in the bottom of a 
previously baked and cleaned sample boat.  Each standard and the sample were analyzed for a 




Percent Ash. The samples from total carbon analysis were cooled and weighed.  % Ash = 
(weight after combustion) / (weight before combustion) x 100 
Percent Volatile.  % Volatile =  (100 - % Total Carbon - % Moisture - % Ash) 
2.3.3    Metals Analysis of Soil  
The metal content of the soil samples (whole soils from the three superfund sites, 
fractionated soils from humic substances extraction for the Georgia superfund site, sediments 
from the Washington superfund site) was determined by using Inductively Coupled Plasma – 
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The amount of samples used are weighed around 1.0 
gram and placed on a conical plastic centrifuge tube. The sample was digested in 2 mL 14% 
doubly distilled HNO3 solution for 48 h at room temperature. And then diluted with 10 mL of 
3% HNO3 solution, then, 1 mL aliquot was taken and diluted to 100 mL with 3% HNO3 solution. 
The samples were then analyzed for all the metal content, in particular for the presence of redox-
active transition metals, including Fe, Cu, Mn, Ni, etc., and heavy metals like Pb. 
2.3.4    Gas Phase Dosing of Soil with PCP   
The minerals/clays/humins fraction of the soil samples were exposed to the vapors of the 
pentachlorophenol adsorbate using a custom-made vacuum exposure system presented in Figure 
2.3, consisting of a vacuum gauge, dosing vial port, equilibration chamber and two reactors.  A 
vacuum valve controlled the adsorbate flow and vacuum of the two outlets from the equilibration 
chamber.  The equilibration chamber was thermocouple controlled to maintain a preset dosing 
temperature.  A detachable two bulb-shaped pyrex reactor with a protruding suprasil quartz EPR 
tube as a side arm for EPR spectral measurements was attached to the system.  The bulb-shaped 





Figure 2.3  Pictorial diagram of two reactor vacuum dosing set up. 
furnace.  Prior to chemisorption, the samples were evacuated to 10-2 torr in order to remove other 
interfering organic contaminants.  The vapors of pentachlorophenol were introduced at 10 torr at 
the desired temperatures (25oC - 300oC) for 5 minutes.  The samples were then evacuated to 10-2 
torr to remove any residual physisorbed dosant and sealed with a vacuum tight PFE stopcock.  
The samples were cooled to room temperature prior to EPR measurements.  Control samples 
were prepared by exposing clay/mineral/humins to the same conditions, except without dosing of 
PCP. 
2.3.5    Liquid Phase Dosing of Soil with PCP  




minerals/clays/humins fraction of the contaminated and non-contaminated soil samples.  Blanks 
were prepared by dosing with pure benzene and water.  Individual 20 mL aliquots of solvent 
were added to 100 mg of acid-base insoluble precipitates.  One set of samples was exposed with 
the prepared solutions and solvents for 24 hrs and the second set for 26 days.  After exposure, the 
samples were centrifuged, the precipitate separated and dried, and analyzed by EPR as 
previously discussed. 
2.3.6    Low Temperature Thermal Treatment   
About 100 mg of minerals/clays/humins fraction of the soil samples were thermally 
treated (4 trials for each temperature) using a custom-made vacuum exposure system presented 
in Figure 3, consisting of a vacuum gauge, dosing vial port, equilibration chamber and two 
reactors.  A vacuum valve controlled the vacuum of the two outlets from the equilibration 
chamber.  The equilibration chamber was thermocouple controlled to maintain a preset heating 
temperature.  A detachable two bulb-shaped pyrex reactor with a protruding suprasil quartz EPR 
tube as a side arm for EPR spectral measurements was attached to the system.  The bulb-shaped 
reactors, containing the soil samples to be heated, were placed in a vertically oriented small tube 
furnace.  Prior to heating, the samples were evacuated to 10-2 torr in order to remove other 
interfering organic contaminants.  The soil samples were then heated at different temperatures 
ranging from 25oC - 300oC each for 5 minutes.  Additionally, another set of experiments was 
performed by heating the samples on the same system in an open air atmospheric condition for 
30 minutes. The samples were cooled to room temperature prior to EPR measurements.  
2.3.7    GC-MS Analysis of PCP 
An Agilent 6890 Gas Chromatograph (GC) fitted with a 5973 Mass Selective Detector 




J&W DB5 MS 60 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 µm, preceded by 5 m of 0.25 mm deactivated 
retention gap; injection type and temperature - splitless / 250oC; column temperature program - 
initial 60oC hold for 6 minutes, ramp 10oC/min to 180oC, 15oC/min to 300oC, hold for 2 minutes; 
total run time was 28.0 minutes; carrier gas - Helium; transfer line temperature - 280oC; injection 
volume - 1 µL; column flow - 1 µL/min (constant flow); solvent Delay - 14 minutes; MS source 
temperature - 230oC; MS quadrupole temperature - 150oC; MS mode - SIM; ion dwell time - 100  
ms.  The mass-spectral library (NIST 98 version 1.6d) was used to identify the extraction 
products.  
2.3.7.1 Sample Preparation   
Whole soil, acid insoluble precipitate, or minerals/clays/humins of 200 – 250 mg amounts 
were placed in scintillation vials, and 10 ml 4-methyl-2-pentanone was added as the extracting 
solvent.  250 µL aliquots were placed in an amber vial, to which 250 µL of derivatizing agent, 
N,O-Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA), and 500 µL of extracting solvent, tert-
butylmethyl ether (TBME), were added, making up a total volume of 1000 µL.  The vial was 
then capped using Teflon/Silicone 11 mm crimp caps and inverted to mix.  The vial was then 
placed in a pre-heated heating block for 30 minutes at 76oC (±5oC), and subsequently cooled to 
room temperature for GC-MS analysis.  These sample solutions were verified to contain 
pentachlorophenol concentration that falls within the range of our calibration curve. 
2.3.7.2 Standard Calibration Preparation 
 Standard stock solution was prepared, in a 50 mL volumetric flask by weighing in 25 mg 
of Pentachlorophenol standard, sonicated for 1 hr to extract/dissolve with extracting solution of 
4-methyl-2-pentanone and diluted the sample to the mark with the same solvent. From this stock 




4-methyl-2-pentanone listed from the table below making up a total volume solution of 500 µL. 
Table 2.1 PCP Standard Calibration Preparations. 
Label Volume of Stock Solution 4-methyl-2-pentanone 
Blank 0 µL 500 µL 
Standard 1 5 µL 495 µL 
Standard 2 10 µL 490 µL 
Standard 3 20 µL 480 µL 
Standard 4 25 µL 475 µL 
Standard 5 50 µL 450 µL 
Standard 6 75 µL 425 µL 
Standard 7 100 µL 400 µL 
Standard 8 150 µL 350 µL 
Standard 9 225 µL 275 µL 
 
From the blank and the standard solutions prepared above, an individual aliquot of 250 
µL was taken and placed on an ambered vial, then added on it are: 250 µL of derivatizing agent, 
N,O-Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA), and 500 µL of extracting solvent, tert-
butylmethyl ether (TBME), making up a total volume of solution of 1000 µL.   
                      Table 2.2 PCP Standard Calibration Concentrations. 
Label Concentration (mg/mL) 
Standard 1 0.001275 
Standard 2 0.002550 
Standard 3 0.005510 
Standard 4 0.006300 
Standard 5 0.012750 
Standard 6 0.019250 
Standard 7 0.025500 
Standard 8 0.038250 
Standard 9 0.053750 
 
The vial was capped using Teflon/Silicone 11mm crimp caps and was inverted to mix.  
Then the vial was placed in a pre-heated heating block for 30 minutes at 76oC (±5oC).  After 
derivatization process, the standard solutions were cooled to room temperature, and were used 




The calibration standard prepared on Table 2.1 contained the following concentrations of 
Pentachlorophenol on Table 2.2. 
2.3.7.3 Analysis and Calculation 
The PCP concentrations were calculated using the formula in equation 1 using the 
integrated peak area of the sample analyte and compared to pentachlorophenol (PCP) as standard 
using a 9-point calibration curve. 
    C1= E.C.  Sx  ×  D.F.Sx  ×MWPCP      MWPCP-­‐derivative  ×  wtSx  (g)                                                                                                 equation	  1	  
Where: C1 (mg/g) is concentration of PCP in the sample, E.C.Sx (mg/mL) is the estimated 
concentration of the sample derived from the linear equation of a line of the calibration curve; 
D.F.Sx (mL) is dilution factor of the sample; MWPCP (g/mole) is the molecular weight of PCP, 
266.34 g/mole; MWPCP-derivative (g/mole) is the molecular weight of PCP derivative, 323.00 
g/mole; and wtSx (g) is the weight of the sample used for analysis. 
The concentration can also be expressed in terms of molecules per gram of sample for a 
simpler direct comparison with the spins per gram concentration from the EPR analysis.  
    C2= C1  ×  (1g/1000mg)  ×  NA    MWPCP                                                                                                   equation	  2	  
Where: C2 is concentration of PCP in the sample expressed as molecules/g, C1 is mg/g 
concentration of PCP in the sample; D.F.Sx (mL) is dilution factor of the sample; MWPCP 
(g/mole) is the molecular weight of PCP, 266.34 g/mole; and NA is the Avogadro’s number, 6.02 
x 10 23 molecules/mole.  
2.3.8    Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopic Analysis  




method were placed in a high purity quartz EPR tube and analyzed at room temperature in a 
Bruker EMX – 10/2.7 EPR Spectrometer with X-band microwave frequency of 9.72 GHz, 
microwave power of 2.02 mW, spectral window of 1000 Gauss, modulation amplitude of 4.00 
Gauss, sweep width of 1000 G, time constant of 1.280 ms, and sweep time of 41.943 s, using 
2048 points resolution with a receiver gain of 1.00 x104. 
The liquid samples of acid soluble and acid-base soluble supernatants were sampled and 
analyzed via EPR.  To minimize the amount of sample and optimize sensitivity, sample 
collection was performed using a capillary sealed with critoseal, which was subsequently (the 
capillary with sample) placed in a high purity quartz EPR tube.  
2.3.8.1 Analysis and Calculation 
The g-factor and the ΔHp-p were calculated and measured using the Bruker WINEPR data 
processing software. Peak fitting analysis to determine the number of peaks was done using 
Origin 7.0 Peak Fitting Module. The spectra were fitted as non-derivative absorption spectra and 
the overall fit was compared with both the original absorption spectra as well as the first-
derivative spectra. The radical concentrations were calculated using the formula in equation 3 
using the double integration method of the first derivative signal and compared to 2,2-di(4-tert-
octylphenyl)-1-picryhydrazyl (DPPH) as standard [10, 11] using a 3-point calibration curve. 
                            
                                       C = !"#$%  ×  !×    !"!""#
!!""#  ×  !"  ×  !
                                                                                                equation	  3	  
 
Where: C (spins/g) is concentration of radicals in the sample, A is the area count of sample; RG 
is receiver gain used to acquire the  sample signal; m (grams) is the mass of sample; ADPPH is the 




2.3.8.2 Calibration Curve 
To determine the concentration of the radical from the adsorption experiment, a 
calibration curve was prepared [10, 11].  DPPH weighing 2.6 mg was measured using a micro-
balance with 1 µg accuracy. The DPPH was then dissolved in 25 mL of benzene to make a stock 
solution with a concentration of 104 µg/mL. A 1 mL aliquout of the DPPH stock was then 
diluted to mark with 10 mL of benzene. The concentration of the resulting solution was analyzed 












following parameters: λmax at  520 nm and molar extinction coefficient (ε) of 12, 800 M-1cm-1 
[10, 11]. Then, 0.36 mL, 0.72 mL, and 1.40 mL of the solution were taken and place on a 
custom-designed tube made of quartz (cf. Figure 2.3). The sample was vacuum-dried and 
benzene was constantly added to bring down the solid at the tip of the quartz tube. After drying 
out the benzene from DPPH the tube was then sealed in vacuum and the EPR spectra were 
acquired. The area counts were determined using the double-integration method of the first-
derivative signal: and plotting the area counts versus amount of DPPH generated the calibration 
curve.  
2.4  Determination of EPFRs’ Stability and Persistency 
After EPR analysis, the soil sample with the highest EPR concentration from the low 
temperature thermal treatment study is exposed to the atmosphere to determine the persistency of 
the bound radicals. The sample is exposed to air by opening the PTFE valve on the EPR 
extraction cells at room temperature. The samples were exposed to air at different time intervals 
and the EPR spectra were then acquired as a function of time until the sample has decayed and 
acquisition of the EPR spectra is at the noise level of the instrument. The decay of the relative 
radical concentration was plotted vs. time, and the half-lives (1/e) were calculated from the fitted 
data as first-order decay. 
2.4.1 Calculation of 1/e Half-Life 
The main mechanism of decay for radical is by its reaction with small molecules such as 
oxygen [11, 12]. In the exposure studies of the EPFRs with air, we assume that the decay is due 
to its reaction with molecular oxygen and undergoes this process; 




Where R* is the radical and S is the molecular product. Then the rate equation for the decay of 




= K O! [R∗]	   	   	   	   equation	  4	  
Since the concentration of oxygen is much greater than the concentration of the radical, and the 
change in oxygen concentration is negligible (i.e., we assume steady-state), that is  
d[O!]
dt = 0	  
then, equation 4 integrates to, 
dln[R∗] = kdt	  	  	  	  where	  k	  =	  K[O2]	  













= −kt	  	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	   equation	  5	  
R!∗ = R!∗ e!!"	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	  equation	  6	  
The 1/e half-life is the time it takes for the original concentration to decay to 1 𝑒, that is, 
R!∗ = 1 eR!∗ 	  	  	  	  	  	  
Substituting this to equation 6 yields, 




Which for a first-order reaction, the 1 𝑒 half-life is the reciprocal of the rate constant. 
t! ! = 1/k	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  equation	  7	  
2.5     Basics of EPR Spectroscopy  
EPR is a spectroscopic technique that detects species containing one or more unpaired 
electrons [10,	  11]. In the absence of a magnetic field, the two states of electron the α (+½, high 
energy electrons) and β (-½, low energy electrons) states are degenerate and the electrons are 
oriented randomly. When an external magnetic field is applied, the unpaired electrons align 
either parallel (β) or anti-parallel (α) to the external magnetic field. As a consequence, the α and 
β states have now different energies. This is called the Zeeman effect (cf. Figure 2.5).  
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states. When microwave radiation is applied to the sample this causes the electrons in the β states 
to jump to the higher energy α state. The magnetic field is then scanned so that the energy of the 
incident radiation matches the energy of the splitting of the two states. The field when this 
condition is achieved is called the field of resonance. The field of resonance is given by the 
equation: 
        hν = gµμ!B                    equation 8 
Where: h is a Planck’s constant (h = 6.63 x 10-34 J.s); ν (Hz) is the frequency of the incident 
microwave; µo is Bohr magneton (µo = 9.27 x 10-24 J T-1); and B (Tesla) is the magnetic field. 
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The first-derivative EPR spectrum is given in Figure 2.6. The g-factor is determined as the 
center of the spectrum in the peak maxima in the absorption spectrum. G-factor can yield 
information about a paramagnetic center’s electronic structure, however, an unpaired electron  
not only responds to applied magnetic field from the spectrometer but also from the local 
magnetic fields of neighboring atom or molecule.  Due to this local field effect, the unpaired 
electron may either gain or lose angular momentum that can change the value of the g-factor, 
causing it to differ from the g-factor of electron, 2.00232. The resonance linewidth, ΔHp-p, is 
measured as the distance between the maximum and the minimum features on the spectrum. This 
linewidth is also dependent on the interaction of the unpaired electron on its surrounding 
environment, shape may broaden and narrow, depending on the chemical characteristic of the 
unpaired electron is situated and local neighboring effects. The signal in EPR is in the first-
Figure 2.7 Example of  hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron to its neighboring 







derivative that arises from the filtering effect as a consequence of field modulation.  On the other 
hand, if an unpaired electron is associated with an atom that has a non-zero nuclear spin, then its 
magnetic moment will affect the electron, resulting to a phenomenon called, nuclear hyperfine 
interaction.  This phenomenon results into the splitting of the EPR resonance signal into 
doublets, triplets, and so forth (cf Figure 2.7). This splitting of the signal is accounted for the 
allowed energy state transitions. The spacing distance of the EPR signal is termed hyperfine 
splitting constant, and indicates the degree of interaction between the unpaired electron and the 
perturbing nuclei.   
2.6     EPR Instrumentation 
 The Bruker EPR we used consists of four parts: A microwave bridge, a cavity, sample 




holder, and two large magnets. It also consists of a cooling unit, and a console that controls the 
other components and is interfaced to a data acquisition and processing system. The schematics 
set-up of the EPR instrumentation is illustrated in Figure 2.8.  
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CHAPTER III. DETECTION OF EPFRS IN SOILS AND SEDIMENTS OF SUPERFUND 
SITES* 
 
3.1       Detection of EPFRs at a Superfund Wood Treating Site 
 The first objective of this research was to investigate and verify if EPFRs similar to that 
reported in literature were formed in post combustion conditions could be detected at ambient 
environmental conditions. The research involved collecting soil samples contaminated with 
hazardous materials, such as pentachlorophenol (PCP), from a Superfund wood-treating site 
located in Georgia. This section and the subsections that follow contain a detailed report and 
discussion of the results from this study. 
3.1.1.   EPFRs Analysis in PCP Contaminated Soil   
The EPR spectrum of the contaminated whole soil exhibited a large singlet superimposed 
on a weaker six-line signal with hyperfine splitting of 89:91:94:96:97, as depicted in Figure 3.1.  
The most striking feature of this figure is the strong central signal exhibited by the contaminated 
soil.  The non-contaminated whole soil exhibited a much weaker doublet signal at the center of 
the spectrum. The narrow singlet and doublet signals observed for the contaminated and non-
contaminated soils have g factors 2.00309 and 2.00340 with ΔHp-p of 6.4 G and 8.0 G, 
respectively; these values are typical of organic radicals.   
The six-line background signal is characteristic of manganese(II) ion ([Ar]3d5 
configuration, nuclear spin, I=5/2) [1, 2] and is similar to that of octahedral Mn(H2O)62+ [3, 4].  
This signal suggests the Mn(II) ion is bound predominantly to the soil surface acid sites (the 
carboxylate and/or phenolate groups), forming an outer sphere complex via van der Waals 
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Figure 3.1 EPR spectra of the whole soils of contaminated (red) and non-contaminated 
(blue) soils. 
interactions with fulvic acids [1].  
 Figure 3.2 depicts EPR spectra of various fractions of the contaminated soils.  In the 
contaminated soils, approximately 90% of the measurable organic radicals were found in the 
minerals/clays/humins (acid-base insoluble precipitate) fraction, ~5% in the humic/fulvic acid 
(acid-base soluble supernatant) fraction, and barely detectable levels in the acid soluble fraction 
(humic-like substances) (cf. Figures 3.1 and 3.2).  The large singlet observed for the 
contaminated soils exhibited a g-factor of 2.0030-2.0039 and ΔHp-p ~ 6 G.  This is typical of an 
organic radical that is either carbon-centered with a nearby heteroatom, such as oxygen or halide, 
which increases the spin-orbit coupling constant or a purely oxygen-centered radical [5-16].  
Even after being subjected to a strong acid and strong base extraction, the radical signal in the 


























































































































































































































































Figure 3.3  Comparisons of the radical concentrations (spins/g of soil) and PCP 
concentrations (molecules/g of soil) for the three insoluble isolates of contaminated and non-
contaminated soils.  The corresponding PCP concentrations in ppm (mg/kg of soil) for the 
contaminated soils’ fractions are as follows:  Whole Soil = 6054(±280) ppm; Acid Insoluble 
Precipitate = 7485(±248) ppm; Minerals/Clays/Humins = 6212(±150) ppm.  The PCP 
analyses of for the three fractions of non-contaminated soil are below detection limit (BDL) 
of the method (8.9x1012 spins/g).    
As depicted in Figure 3.3, the concentration of organic radicals was ~30x higher for the 
contaminated soils, 20.2(+/-0.20) × 1017spins/g of soil, than non-contaminated soils, 0.7(+/-0.08) 
× 1017spins/g.  Based on our previous laboratory studies of EPFR formation from 2-
monochlorophenol and subsequent experiments performed for this study (vide infra), the radicals 
above the background levels of the non-contaminated soils were attributed to 
pentachlorophenoxyl.  
The concentrations of PCP within the various soil extraction fractions are also depicted in 
Figure 3.3.   These results indicate the PCP remains associated with the minerals/clays/humins  
fraction and persists after acid/base exposure.  Our previous work has demonstrated that EPFRs 




soil was analyzed by  ICP-AES.  This ICP-AES analyses yielded average concentrations of 
16,266(±55) mg/kg and 60(±1) mg/kg and 25,200(±1590) mg/kg and 9(±0.5) mg/kg of iron and 
copper for the contaminated and non-contaminated soils, respectively (results not shown).  
 
 
Based on the PCP and EPFR analyses, the EPFR concentration was high when the PCP 
concentration was also high.  Assuming the singlet EPR signal detected was due solely to the 
EPFR of PCP, 15 %, 13 %, and 14 % of the PCP exists as its EPFR for the whole soil, acid 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Temperature dependence of radical formation from dosing the 
minerals/clays/humins fraction of non-contaminated soil with gas phase PCP.  a. 
Temperature dependence of pentachlorophenoxyl radical formation. EPR  dosing spectra 
at:  b. 30C and c. 200C.  d. Comparison of EPR spectra of non-contaminated soil dosed 





Figure 3.5  Concentration of organic radicals after dosing minerals/clays/ humins fractions  
of soils with 8 ppm & 1000 ppm of PCP in water and benzene, respectively.   
insoluble precipitate, and minerals/clays/humins (acid-base insoluble precipitate) fractions, 
respectively. 
3.1.2.   PCP Incubation Studies   
To further investigate whether the observed EPR signal was due to pentachlorophenoxyl 
radical, ~100 ppm of PCP vapor was dosed onto samples of the minerals/clays/humins fraction 
of both the contaminated and non-contaminated soils for a reaction time of 5 min at temperatures 
ranging from 25 to 300 °C. This dosing resulted in an increase in the signal of the organic radical 
ranging from ~30% at 25 °C to 300% at 100 °C for the contaminated soil (results not shown).  
The resulting additional signal was still detectable with unaltered g-value and width after one 
month storage in air, demonstrating the stability and persistence of this radical.  As depicted in 




similarity to the EPR signals observed on original soil contaminated with PCP.  This result 
suggests that the observed EPR signal is that of pentachlorophenoxyl radical.  
In addition to the vapor phase dosing, 8 ppm of PCP in water and 1000 ppm of PCP in 
benzene solvents were added to the minerals/clays/humins fraction of contaminated and non-
contaminated soils and allowed to age for 26 days at ambient temperature of 22 °C. (see Figure 
3.5).  An increase in radical concentration of 1.9 × 1017+/-0.008 spins/g was observed for the 
contaminated soils dosed with PCP in water and 0.8 × 1017+/-0.009 spins/g of radicals for the 
non-contaminated soils dosed with PCP in benzene. Although the radical concentration increase 
was not as dramatic as with the high temperature, gas-phase dosing, these data clearly 
demonstrate that a pentachlorophenoxyl radical was generated under conditions emulating 
ambient conditions for exposures of only 26 days, rather than to the ~ 26 years for the actual site.  
3.1.3    EPFRs Formation  
  Sorption of pentachlorophenol in the organic and inorganic fractions of soils and 
sediments is well documented [17-24].  The inorganic fraction of soil, such as smectite, is a 2:1 
layered aluminosilicate clay mineral possessing structural negative charges that are compensated 
by exchangeable cations in the interlayer regions due to the isomorphic substitution in the 
tetrahedral Si and/or octahedral Al layers.  Transition metals can be present in cationic positions 
via the cation exchange capacity of the soil and have been reported to be capable of formation of 
radical cations upon adsorption of chlorophenols [25-30].  The biological component of soil, e.g., 
white rot fungi, may also produce radicals as it degrades various soil contaminants [31-33].  
Peroxidase and laccase enzymes are implicated in phenol degradation, yielding phenoxyl radicals 
in the presence of either hydrogen peroxide–for peroxidase, or oxygen–for laccase, respectively.   




composed of weakly associated molecular assemblies [34], with molecular moieties displaying 
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic characteristics akin to those of proteins [35].  Hence, they also 
play a key role in the fate and transport of organic pollutants within soils [36-41].  Additionally, 
SOM is known to be both an electron sink and source in soil processes [42-52] that can form 
polyphenol radicals [25, 26, 53, 54].  Thus, the inorganic, organic, and biological components of 
the soil, as well as their combined interactions, must be considered in developing a mechanism 
of pentachlorophenoxyl radical formation. 
The combined effect of the mineral components, i.e. clays and metals, binding onto SOM 
significantly influence the retention of organic pollutants, such as chlorinated phenols, especially 
in soils with low organic matter content or if the sorbate is highly polar [55, 56].   
PCP Component.  Pentachlorophenol has a pKa of 5.3 and is an ionizable hydrophobic 
organic compound [56-58].  Thus, pentachlorophenol may be present in both molecular (neutral) 
and ionized forms, which results in its sorption capacity being highly dependent on pH [19, 57-
61].  While the non-contaminated soil had a pH of ~5, the contaminated soil for this experiment 
exhibited a pH of ~8 indicating that the majority of the PCP contaminant in the contaminated soil 
existed in ionized form, with a lesser fraction in the neutral form.  Data on the sorption of ionized 
and neutral PCP in a surface soil suggested the neutral form was partitioned through hydrophobic 
interactions, while the ionized form was sorbed through more specific exothermic adsorption 
reactions, such as hydrogen bonding and charge transfer [58].  These sorptions resulted in the 
neutral PCP sorbing to the organic humic substances and the ionized pentachlorophenolate 
interacting with the clay/mineral surfaces fractions [55].  However, due to the high organic 
carbon content of our contaminated soil, it is likely that the majority of the soil’s active mineral 




of PCP.  
Mineral Component.  Due to the high concentration of iron in the soil under study, our 
previously proposed mechanism for formation of the EPFRs of 2-monochlorophenoll on Cu(II) 
was adapted to the formation of the EPFRs of PCP on Fe(III) (cf. Figure 3.6)[62, 63].    PCP 
first physisorbs to an Fe(III) oxide surface, then chemisorbs, by loss of water, to form phenolate, 
with simultaneous or rapid sequential electron transfer from the phenolate to the Fe(III), thus 
producing Fe(II) and the pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR.  Oxygen-centered and carbon-centered, 
keto- mesomers both contribute to the true structure of the radical.  If chemisorption occurs 
through loss of HCl, then a tetrachlorosemiquinone radical is formed.  If both H2O and HCl are 
eliminated, then a tetrachlorosemiquinone radical or radical-anion is formed.  Of these pathways, 
only the first and second were observed under post-combustion, cool-zone conditions, where the 
reaction times were 30 s and the reaction temperatures ranged between 150 and 600 °C [62-65].  
However, we cannot rule out the possibility of additional formation of tetrachlorosemiquinone 
radical in the soil at ambient temperatures and reaction times of years.  
Organic Matter Component.  Due to the high organic matter content of these soils, this 
component cannot be ignored.  Judging by the deep brown-to- black color (due to organic 
matter) of the contaminated soil, it can be assumed that there is a high concentration of aromatic 
moieties (high aromaticity) within the SOM for this site [66, 67].  Organic matter is known to be 
redox active, including acting as a bidirectional electron shuttle [44, 46, 52, 68-72].  Quinone 
moieties within the organic matter have been suggested to be active components in the redox 
processes; however, other moieties have been discussed [44].  For the purpose of this paper we 
focused on the ability of organic matter to act as an electron sink or withdrawer.  In particular, 





























































































































































from terrestrial humic acids to aquatic fulvic acids, have electron accepting capacities spanning 
from 490 to 1960 µmole- g-1.  The electron accepting capacity of the studied organic matters were 
found to closely correlate (R2=0.82) with both the C/H ratio and aromaticity (via 13C NMR) of 
organic matter.  A similar correlation between electron accepting ability and aromaticity has 
been reported by Scott et al [44].  Therefore, it can be postulated that since metal-free SOM can 
act as an electron acceptor, in a fashion analogous to the abovementioned metal-centered 
mechanism, a metal center is not necessarily required.  
In addition to acting alone, SOM can serve as an electron conduit between the pollutant 
and the metal center. In other words, the metal center does not need to be in direct contact with a 
pollutant in order to withdraw an electron from it.  Hence, even when the mineral/clay surface is 
completely covered by organic matter, as can be assumed given the high organic matter content 
of the soil in question, the metal center at the mineral/clay surface can act as the final electron 
sink.  The metal center can also donate the acquired electron to the SOM, partially catalyzing the 
formation of radicals from the PCP.  Both mechanisms support the idea of SOM stabilizing the 
formed radical by such local effects as π-stacking and hydrophobic associations [73]. In fact, it 
has been found that the humic fraction has the highest concentration of radicals in non-polluted 
soils [74, 75]. 
Biological Component. It is well known that a white rot fungus reduces a range of 
pollutants, including PCP [31-33].  Both, the peroxidases and laccases are implicated in phenol 
degradation.  Both classes of enzymes yield phenoxyl radicals in the presence of hydrogen 
peroxide and oxygen for peroxidase and laccase, respectively, mediated by single electron 
oxidation.  With the use of other enzymes, white rot fungi produce extracellular hydrogen 




phenoxyl radicals either via laccase or peroxidase enzymes.  Organic matter can again act as an 
electron conduit. 
3.2.      Assessment of EPFRs in Soils and Sediments of Three Distinctive Superfund Sites 
 
The second objective of this research was to confirm our findings from the EPFRs we 
detected from the contaminated soils from the Georgia Superfund site. By doing so, we 
performed experiments on additional superfund site samples we gathered from our co-
collaborators from Texas A&M College Station, Texas. This section and the subsections that 
follow contain a detailed report and discussion of our findings. 
3.2.1    Soil Physical and Chemical Analysis 
The compositional analyses of the Georgia samples are very different for the 
contaminated and non-contaminated samples (cf. Table 3.1).  However, the differences in the 
samples from both the Washington and Montana sites were within experimental error.  Physical 
and chemical analyses of the soils indicated the contaminated soil or sediment from each site 







Carbon % Ash % Volatiles 
      
Georgia Non-contaminated 0.72 (±0.04) 0.27 (±0.003) 94.6 (±0.15) 4.45 (±0.12) 
 Contaminated 6.75 (±0.01) 10.4 (±0.32) 73.0 (±0.64) 9.89 (±0.32) 
      
Montana Non-contaminated 0.25 (±0.15) 1.49 (±1.17) 95.5 (±2.63) 2.71 (±1.29) 
 Contaminated 0.31 (±0.18) 2.40 (±0.80) 93.2 (±1.71) 4.14 (±0.79) 
      
Washington Non-contaminated 1.03 (±0.25)* 1.49 (±0.47) 92.6 (±1.94) 4.91 (±1.22) 
 Contaminated 1.47 (±0.39)* 1.69 (±0.51) 91.6 (±2.13) 5.28 (±1.29) 




contained more total carbon than their non-contaminated counterpart, suggesting additional 
organic matter (pollutants) are present in the contaminated soils (cf. Table 3.1).  
The moisture content varied for each sample location; in general, the contaminated soils 
and sediments contained a higher moisture concentration.  This is a potentially important 
parameter, indicating the hydration properties of a soil, and suggesting their capability to retain 
an organic chemical pollutant. The ash content is a good approximation of the mineral content 
(e.g. clays and metals). All three soils and sediment samples produced less ash from the 
combustion of the contaminated soils than their non-contaminated counterparts.  This is likely 
due to higher the higher organic content.  The volatile components also exhibited higher 
concentrations in the contaminated soil. 
 3.2.2  Detection of EPFRs  
Detailed examinations of the soil and sediment samples revealed the presence of 
paramagnetic centers associated with various chemical environments, which are characterized by 
distinct center frequencies, g-factors, and line widths, ΔHp-p (cf. Figure 3.7).  Two different 
types of paramagnetic species could be discerned: i) a single line signal (very intense for the 
contaminated soils with a g-factor of 2.00270-2.00340, and ii) a much weaker six-line signal 
with hyperfine splitting of 89:91:94:96:97 and 89:90:92:94:97.  The latter signal is typical for 
manganese (II) ion with an [Ar] 3d5 configuration, nuclear spin, I = 5/2, [1-4].  This indicates the 
presence of manganese in the Georgia and Montana soils and its absence in the Washington 
sediment samples (cf. Figure 1). 
For every contaminated sample, the most prominent EPR feature was the strong, single 
line centered at ~3430 Gauss, which was very weak in the non-contaminated samples. The 





Figure 3.7 Example EPR spectra of the whole soils and sediments of contaminated (red) 





Figure 3.8  Comparison of the EPR signal parameters originating from the organic radicals  
for the three contaminated Superfund soil and sediment samples. 
ΔHp-p: 5.8-6.2 Gauss for the Georgia samples, g-factors: 2.00275-2.00280 and ΔHp-p: 9.5-9.7 
Gauss for the Washington samples, and g-factors: 2.00301-2.00304 and ΔHp-p: 6.1-6.3 Gauss 
for the Montana samples (cf. Figures 3.7 and 3.8). In contrast, the non-contaminated, 
background soil samples exhibited a much weaker signal, a doublet signal for the Georgia soil 
(g-factors: ~2.00340 and ΔHp-p: ~8.0 Gauss), a singlet signal for the Montana soil (g-factors: 
~2.00290 and ΔHp-p: ~6.0 Gauss), and a singlet signal for the Washington sediment (g-factors: 
~2.00270 and ΔHp-p: 9.0 Gauss).  Such narrow lines with the g-factors between 2.003-2.008 are 
typical of the organic radicals [5-16]. Based on the intensity of the observed radical signals 
relative to the mass of the sample, the radical concentration in the contaminated soils and 
sediments were ~30x, ~12x, and ~2x higher than the non-contaminated soils at the Georgia, 
Montana, and Washington sites, respectively.  
The g-factor for the central singlet line for both the Georgia and Montana samples is 




Figure 3.9  Correlation of EPFR concentration and PCP concentration in contaminated 
Georgia and Montana soils.  R2 = 0.85 for the combined data. 
centered radicals or carbon-centered radicals with a nearby heteroatom, such as oxygen or 
halogen that increases the spin-orbit coupling constant [5-16]. Considering the source of the soil 
contamination for the Georgia and Montana sites (pentachlorophenol), the increase in the 
intensity of the radical signal for contaminated soils, and the similarities of the spectral 
parameters; the single paramagnetic signal can be attributed to pentachlorophenoxyl as a result 
of the PCP contamination history.  The Washington sediment, which was contaminated primarily 
with PAHs, PCBs, and PBDEs, exhibited a weaker EPR signal with a g-factor of ~2.00277, more 
typical to a carbon centered radical generated by PAH [11, 76].   
The linewidth (ΔHp-p) of the spectra also points to a different origin of the signal in the 
Georgia/Montana sites and the Washington site. The radical signals in the Georgia and the 




Washington sample was broader, with a linewidth of ΔHp-p = ~9.0 G.  The narrower spectrum 
for the Georgia and Montana samples are consistent with a single species, while the broader 
Washington spectrum (ΔHp-p ~ 9) may be a convolution of multiple carbon-centered radicals 
from PAH, PCB, and PBDE.  The line broadening can also result from the sensitivity of the 
unpaired electrons’ towards its chemical environment. Exchange narrowing [77] can contribute 
to the narrower EPR line width with soils dominantly contaminated with PCP.  This effect is due 
to the higher hetero-atom content that causes the delocalized, unpaired electrons to undergo 
strong inter-molecular interactions that slows down the relaxation processes involved [77]. In 
contrast, the EPR signals for the Washington soil may be broadened by the association of the 
delocalized unpaired electrons with multiple functionalities present within the sample soil 
matrix, e,g. paramagnetic centers of aliphatic structures or smaller condensed aromatic 
structures.  Association with the polyaromatic core causes disabling of electron delocalization 
which leads to increased electron spin – electron spin dipolar interactions resulting in additional 
line broadening of the EPR signals [78]. 
3.2.3    Influence of Pollutants on EPFRs Formation 
 The non-contaminated Georgia soil samples were analyzed and found to contain no PCP, 
whereas the Montana and Washington non-contaminated soil contained traces of PCP. The 
Washington non-contaminated sediment also contained traces of PAH, PCB, and PBDE.  The 
concentration of PCP in the contaminated soil at the Georgia site was much greater than the 
Montana site, 200 – 5000 mg/kg of soil vs. 18 – 368 mg/kg of soil, respectively.  Since the 
parameters of the radical signal in both the Georgia and Montana samples pointed to 
pentachlorophenol as a possible source of the radical species, it is rational to correlate the radical 





Figure 3.10  EPFR signal as a function of sampling depth for the Georgia Superfund site 
and comparison to EPFR signal in non-contaminated soils. 
correlation coefficients (R2) pertaining to the curves in Figure 3.9 are 0.97 and 0.96 for Georgia 
and Montana contaminated soils, respectively.  When the two data sets are combined (plot not 
shown), the correlation coefficient is still high, viz. 0.85.  Although more data points are 
desirable, this supports the common pollutant, PCP, in both soils was responsible for the 
observed EPR spectra.  
For the Georgia site, for which we conducted our own sampling, a variation in EPFR 
concentrations as a function of soil depth was observed (cf. Figure 3.10), the middle depth soil 
(>10-20cm) having the highest EPFR concentration, followed by the top layer soil (0-10 cm) and 
the bottom layer soil (>20-30cm).  We also correlated the variation of PCP concentrations as a 




These results provided an overview of the PCP profile and the transport capability of PCP within 
the soil matrix. This further suggests the availability of PCP entrapped in the soil matrix to 
continuously form EPFRs.  
 The concentration of major organic pollutants present in the soil also correlated with the 
amount of their total carbon (plot not shown). The PCP concentration in the Georgia soil was 
200 – 5000 mg/kg (ppm) of soil, with an average of ~6.0% carbon content. In the Montana soil, 
PCP was the major contaminant but with a lower concentration of 200 – 400 mg/kg (ppm) of soil 
and correspondingly lower average carbon content of ~2.0%.  In the Washington sediment, there 
were multiple contaminants, with concentration ranges of: PAH (1000 – 20000 ug/kg of soil 
(ppb) [79]), PCB (60 – 3000 ug/kg of soil (ppb) [79]), and traces of PBDE (3 – 80 ug/kg of soil 
(ppb) [79]) with an average total carbon content of ~1.5 %.  Although it is not surprising, these 
results confirm the higher concentrations of the major organic pollutants present in soil and 
sediment corresponded to an elevation of the total carbon content of the soil. 
 The concentration of the EPFRs in the soils and sediments also correlated with the total 
carbon.  As depicted in Figure 3.11, there is a strong linear correlation between EPFR 
concentration and total carbon content, R2 = 0.9990, 0.93, and 0.85 for the Georgia, Montana, 
and Washington samples, respectively.  The Georgia and Montana soils are both heavily 
contaminated with PCP and fall on the same trendline.  When both data are combined in a single 
fit (plot not shown) a strong correlation of R2 = 0.98 is found.  In contrast, the Washington 
sediment is primarily contaminated with PAH, PCB, and PBDE, and follows a different 
trendline.  The trends observed in Figure 3.11 exhibit a faster rise in spin concentration for the 
Washington sediment than the Georgia and Montana soils.   




contaminant. The degradation processes of the adjacent aromatic sheets present in soil may cause 
separation of radicals and may be responsible for a steeper enhancement of total spins 
concentration of the radicals [78]. For example, large macro-molecular/polyaromatic structures 
may undergo decomposition to radical-containing subunits.  Because the contamination has been 
ongoing for the Washington sediments, these reactions and transformations may have occurred.  
In the case of PCP in Georgia and Montana, the pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR is its most stable 
form and the only way for the spin concentration to increase is higher bioavailablity of molecular 
PCP.  
 
3.2.4    EPFRs Formation 
The formation of EPFRs in soils and sediments is initiated by organic molecular 
Figure 3.11  EPFR concentration versus % Total Carbon for the 3 Superfund Sites. R
2
 = 
























             Correlation coefficients (R
2
):  
        Georgia:  0.9990 
        Montana: 0.93 
        Washington: 0.85  
        Combine Fit: 0.98 




precursors trapped in the soil or sediment matrix.  Sorption of organic contaminants in the 
organic and inorganic fractions of soils and sediments is well documented.  Literature reports 
indicate sorption is facilitated by the three major soil components: inorganic (minerals – clay 
mineral phase and metals), organic (soil organic matter, SOM – humic acid, fulvic acid, & 
humin), and the biological components [17-24]. 
The inorganic fraction of soil, e.g. smectite clays, can easily undergo cation exchange, 
and acquire transition metals sites akin to those previously shown to promote EPFR formation 
[25, 26, 29].  Several studies have indicated sorption of phenols to Fe3+ and Cu2+ exchanged 
smectite clays result in radical-cation formation by transferring an electron from the organic 
molecule to the metal and polymerization of the parent phenol [25, 26, 53, 54, 80].  Other studies 
suggest radicals are formed when chlorophenol sorbs to boehmite – an aluminum oxide mineral 
[80].  The humin, organic fraction exhibits the highest radical concentration [75, 81] suggesting 
the radicals found in this fraction are stabilized by local effects, such as π stacking and 
hydrophobic associations [74].  In addition, the biological component of soil, e.g., white rot 
fungi, may also produce radicals as it degrades various soil contaminants [31-33].  Additionally, 
peroxidase and laccase enzymes are implicated in phenol degradation, yielding phenoxyl radicals 
in the presence of either hydrogen peroxide–for peroxidase, or oxygen–for laccase, respectively 
[31-33].   
The presence of the transition metals and hazardous materials such as PCP, PAH, PCB, 
or PBDEs in the contaminated soils may result in the interaction between the two leading to the 
formation of the radicals as reported earlier for smectites, with the exception that our research 
indicates formation of a radical, rather than a radical cation.  We have previously demonstrated a 




	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
	  




Figure 3.12 Three proposed mechanisms of radical formation, mechanism I involved 





molecular precursors to redox-active transition metals [63, 76].  In contrast, a radical-cation 
would form by electron transfer from a physisorbed molecule to the soil substrate without 
chemisorption. We subsequently demonstrated substituted aromatic species, including 
hydroquinone, catechol, chlorophenol, and chlorobenzenes, form EPFR following exposure to 
Cu(II) and Fe(III) oxides at temperatures between 150 and 500 C for less than 30 s, with half 
lives up to 3 days in air [62-65, 82].  These reactions can also proceed at ambient temperature for 
soils over a much longer reaction time of years, rather than seconds [83].   
The pollutant to metal center electron transfer process is a plausible, exclusive 
mechanism for EPFR formation in the Montana and the Washington soils and sediment, 
respectively.  However, given the high organic content of the Georgia soil, a bare mineral surface 
may not be available because it will be covered by the organic carbon.  Soil organic matter has 
been reported to act as an electron conduit between the pollutant and the metal center; thus a 
direct contact of the pollutant to the metal center is not necessarily needed to facilitate the 
electron transfer process [52].  Therefore, even when the mineral/clay surface is completely 
covered by organic matter, as can be assumed from the high organic content of the Georgia soil, 
the metal center can serve as the final electron sink.  Partially catalyzed formation of radicals 
from PCP can also be facilitated by the metal center donating the acquired electron to the soil 
organic matter (SOM). The idea of SOM stabilizing the formed radical by local effects, such as 
π-stacking and hydrophobic associations, was supported by both mechanisms [73].    Thus, the 
inorganic, organic, and biological components of the soil, as well as their combined or 
synergistic interactions, must be considered in developing a mechanism of EPFR formation.  The 
mechanisms of radical-cation formation, EPFR formation by direct electron transfer to a 
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CHAPTER IV. EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURE THERMAL TREATMENT ON 
SOILS CONTAMINATED WITH PENTACHLOROPHENOL AND 
ENVIRONMENTALLY PERSISTENT FREE RADICALS* 
 
After validating the EPFRs formation on soils and sediments from three different 
superfund sites contaminated with hazardous waste materials, our third objective was to 
determine how stable and persistent these radicals were when subjected to thermal treatment. 
Since thermal treatment is the currently well-used and accepted clean-up and remediation 
process for contaminated soils and sediments, we performed an experiment on the effect of low 
temperature thermal treatment on this observed EPFRs. Additionally, since EPFRs were reported 
to form at temperatures below 600oC, effects of this low and moderate temperature thermal 
treatment on the probable additional formation of EPFRs and similar radicals was investigated. 
This section, and the subsections that follow, contain a detailed report and discussion of the 
results from our research. 
4.1       EPR Spectra    
Figure 4.1 depicts the EPR spectra of the soils subjected to closed and open heating from 
25 – 300oC.  Both methods resulted in a singlet signal devoid of hyperfine structure.  For the 
closed system heating, the EPFR concentration range was 2-12 x 1018 spins/g of soil with an 
EPR g-factor of 2.00311 – 2.00323 and linewidth (ΔHp-p) of 4.190 – 5.472 Gauss.  The open 
heating resulted in a slightly broader and slightly weaker signal with an EPFR concentration of 
1- 10 x 1018 spins/g of soil, g-factor of 2.00327 – 2.00341, and ΔHp-p of 5.209 – 6.721 Gauss.  
Both spectra were consistent with that of an organic radical [1-7], specifically that of 
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Figure 4.1  EPR spectra of soils heated from 25-300
o
C.  A) closed system – under vacuum 




pentachlorophenoxyl radical previously reported to be present in this soil [8],    The spectral 
profile remained singlet signal with slight alteration on EPR parameters as a function of heating  
temperature except for a significant increase in signal intensity, indicating formation of 
additional radicals. Varying the EPR microwave power to saturate the signal of some of the 
potential multiple radicals and observing no change in the spectra confirmed this. This result is 
consistent with our previous assertion that conversion of PCP to its EPFR is the principal source 
of the observed signal or new, similar radicals are additionally formed. 
4.2       Low Temperature Heating in a Closed System  
This type of heating emulates thermal treatment under pyrolytic or oxidative pyrolysis 
condition in which the amount of oxygen present during the process is minimized or controlled, 
e.g. “thermal screw desorption systems” [9].  This type of thermal treatment is used for soils 
containing a high percentage of total carbon [9].  
 EPFR concentration profiles were obtained for temperatures ranging from 25oC to 300oC 
(cf. Figure 4.2).  The total radical concentration initially increased gradually from 25oC, 
achieving a maximum at 75oC.  Concomitantly, the PCP concentrations expressed in 
molecules/gram decreases gradually as the temperature was increased.  These data indicate PCP 
is converted to its EPFR upon mild heating above 30oC.  Below this temperature, the presence of 
moisture in the soil hindered this conversion, possibly due to hydrolysis of the chemisorbed 
EPFR to reform the PCP molecule [10-13]. At 50oC, with the continuous removal of moisture 
and increased thermal activation, it resulted in an abrupt increase in the total EPFR 
concentration, which increases to a maximum at 75oC.  The increase from 25oC up to 75oC also 
corresponds to a certain decrease in PCP concentration.  Above 75oC, the PCP concentration 






Figure 4.2 EPFR and PCP concentrations of contaminated soil samples from closed system 
thermal heating process at temperatures 25-300oC for 5 min. 
 
Table 4.1  EPR parameters for 5 minutes closed system thermal heating. 
	  
	   Temp,	  oC	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  g	  -­‐	  Factor	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ΔHp-­‐p	  
	  	   25	   2.00323	  ±0.0000889	   	  	  	  	  	  5.472	  ±0.1134	  
	  	   30	   2.00315	  ±0.0000404	   5.155	  ±0.0302	  
	  	   50	   2.00317	  ±0.0000173	   5.019	  ±0.0679	  
	  	   75	   2.00317	  ±0.0000152	   4.788	  ±0.0771	  
	  	   100	   2.00318	  ±0.0000404	   4.728	  ±0.0605	  
	  	   150	   2.00313	  ±0.0000100	   4.291	  ±0.1408	  
	  	   200	   2.00317	  ±0.0000306	   4.333	  ±0.1137	  
	  	   250	   2.00318	  ±0.0000200	   4.602	  ±0.1789	  





observed.  At 300oC, the PCP concentration begins to increase slightly, probably due to catalytic 
molecular growth of small chlorinated hydrocarbons in the soil [12, 13].  
Reports from literature offer several possible explanations for the increase in EPFR 
concentration and shift in the EPFR spectra that are difficult to differentiate.  The carbonization 
of soil components cannot be responsible for EPFR formation at these relatively low 
temperatures [10]. However, the soil is contaminated with other chlorinated aromatics, PAHs, 
and aliphatic hydrocarbons, which can be catalytically chlorinated and react to form PCP and its 
EPFR [12, 13]. In addition, a degradation process wherein large macromolecular or polyaromatic 
structures undergo decomposition to aromatic subunits and radical formation may contribute to 
the increased EPR signal [14].  The sample soils under study do contain humin, which is 
composed of weakly associated molecular assemblies that could form more carbon-centered 
radicals, this is consistent with the slightly lower g-value observed upon heating.  Mild heating 
will also desorb paramagnetic oxygen which can also shift the g-value slightly lower [10, 15]. 
Minimization of water in the sample matrix also enhances the EPR spectra; this is, in part, due to 
the high dielectric constant of water, which interacts with the electric component of the EPR 
microwave field causing dissipation of microwave energy [15, 16].  All of these processes may 
contribute to the enhancement of the EPR signal at 75oC.  
 In order for us to elucidate the observed coincidence of increase in EPR signal and 
decrease in PCP concentration. We verified the formation of EPFRs in relation to the molecular 
precursor, PCP, by calculating the amount of total PCP destroyed and the amount of EPFRs 
formed for each temperature heating, relative to the untreated initial concentrations at 20oC (a 
separate experiment wherein the samples are not subjected to the thermal treatment set-up and 




implemented the assumption reported by our group from previous similar studies of extraction 
that the determined PCP concentration is the combination of the extracted molecular and radical 
forms of PCP from the soil sample.  Thus, from these results we were able to report the 
distribution in concentration of PCP in its molecular and EPFRs form. In addition, we were able 
to discover the actual percentage of PCP existing as EPFR from the amount of PCP destroyed 
during the thermal process under closed system.  The data also showed that the maximum 
increase of PCP EPFRs formation is 81% (relative total PCP destroyed) at 75oC heating.   Above 
75oC until 250oC, the percentage of EPFRs formed gradually decreases, the radicals are 
undergoing annihilation via radical-radical recombination or thermal decomposition, probably 
resulting in formation of new, secondary, molecular pollutants [12, 13].   
The values of the g-factors in Table 4.1 are fluctuating but did not change significantly.  
Table 4.2  Calculated concentrations of PCP in molecular and EPFR form from the closed 
system thermal heating. 
Temp 
(oC) 
Total PCP (molecule & 
radical) Destroyed  
(molecules/gram) 
EPFR (Radical) formed 
(spins/gram) 
PCP Destroyed as 
Molecule 
(molecules/gram)  
% PCP Formed 
as EPFR 
25 7.29 (±0.743) E+18 1.18 (±0.213) E+18 6.11 (±0.737) E+18  16.2 ±3.36 
30 9.27 (±0.712) E+18 1.20 (±0.171) E+18 8.07 (±0.732) E+18  13.0 ±2.10 
50 1.01 (±0.069) E+19  6.39 (±0.262) E+18 3.66 (±0.733) E+18  63.6 ±5.06 
75 1.04 (±0.071) E+19 8.49 (±0.338) E+18 1.93 (±0.781) E+18  81.5 ±6.39 
100 1.16 (±0.069) E+19 6.75 (±0.213) E+18  4.85 (±0.717) E+18  58.2 ±3.89 
150 1.20 (±0.071) E+19 4.17 (±0.387) E+18  7.85 (±0.802) E+18  34.7 ±3.81 
200 1.24 (±0.071) E+19 1.33 (±0.251) E+18  1.11 (±0.075) E+19  10.7 ±2.12 
250 1.23 (±0.068) E+19 4.07 (±2.15) E+17  1.19 (±0.072) E+19  3.31 ±1.76 




This suggests the observed paramagnetisms are closely related.  The slight g-factor change can 
be attributed to reactions involving rearrangement of oxygen or chlorine functionalities 
originally present in the contaminated soil.  Furthermore, the linewidth of the EPR signal, ΔHp-
p, decreased significantly as the temperature increases.  This can be attributed to trapped 
impurities or contaminants in the lattice imperfections of the solid soil samples, and release of 
these impurities or contaminants upon heating affects the spins concentration so does the EPR 
parameters of the observed EPFRs [17]. 
4.3       Low Temperature Heating in an Open System   
This type of heating emulates low temperature, thermal oxidation and is typically used 
for soils containing < 5% carbon [9].  The total radical concentration gradually increased from 
25oC, achieving a maximum at 100oC (cf. Figure 4.3).  The PCP concentration for this open 
system heating, a slow decrease with increasing temperature was observed relative to the results 
obtained from closed system heating. However, these results similarly suggest conversion of 
PCP to its EPFR.  Beyond 100oC, the PCP concentration continuously depicted a slow decrease 
in concentration, with an abrupt significant decrease in EPFRs concentration at 150oC.  Beyond 
150oC, significant decreases in PCP and EPFR concentration were observed until achieving a 
maximum temperature at 300oC.  
To further investigate the increase in EPR signal and decrease in PCP concentration for 
this open system heating, the formation of EPFRs in relation to the molecular precursor, PCP, 
was determined (cf. Table 4.4). The amount of total PCP destroyed and the amount of EPFRs 
formed for each temperature heating was calculated, relative to the untreated initial 
concentrations at 20oC (a separate experiment wherein the samples are not subjected to the 






Figure 4.3 EPFR and PCP concentrations of contaminated soil samples from open system 
thermal heating process at temperatures 25-300oC for 30 min. 
 
Table 4.3 EPR parameters for 30 minutes open system thermal heating. 
	  
	   Temp,	  
oC	   g	  -­‐	  Factor	   ΔHp-­‐p	  
	  	   25	   2.00335	   ±0.0000500	   5.209	   ±0.0571	  
	  	   30	   2.00328	   ±0.0000251	   5.457	   ±0.0425	  
	  	   50	   2.00328	   ±0.0000252	   6.189	   ±0.0769	  
	  	   75	   2.00329	   ±0.0000115	   6.578	   ±0.1048	  
	  	   100	   2.00327	   ±0.0000416	   6.297	   ±0.0931	  
	  	   150	   2.00333	   ±0.0000208	   6.265	   ±0.0943	  
	  	   200	   2.00332	   ±0.0000586	   6.129	   ±0.0891	  
	  	   250	   2.00341	   ±0.0000200	   6.721	   ±0.1234	  
	  






analysis was used to determine the PCP concentration, which is the combination of the extracted 
molecular and radical forms of PCP from the soil sample. Surprisingly, the result showed a 
similar maximum increase of PCP EPFR formation of 81% (relative total PCP destroyed); 
however, this time, at a higher temperature of 100oC. From 100oC to 200oC, the percentage yield 
of EPFR formed significantly decreased. However, at 250oC and 300oC a negative percentage 
EPFR formation was observed, which means that additional EPFRs are not forming, and that the 
PCP EPFR concentration originally detected on soils prior to heating was decreased. This yield 
indicates that the radicals may be undergoing annihilation via radical-radical recombination or 
thermal decomposition, or probably resulting in formation of new, secondary, molecular 
pollutants [12,13].   
 For open system heating, the formation of the EPFRs may be affected by atmospheric 




Total PCP (molecule & 
radical) Destroyed  
(molecules/gram) 
EPFR (Radical) formed 
(spins/gram) 
PCP Destroyed as 
Molecule 
(molecules/gram)  
% PCP Formed 
as EPFR 
25 7.05 (±0.701) E+18  1.20 (±0.103) E+18  5.85 (±0.709) E+18  17.0 ±2.23 
30 7.46 (±0.712) E+18  2.62 (±0.096) E+18  4.84 (±0.718) E+18  35.1 ±3.59 
50 7.78 (±0.702) E+18  3.74 (±0.143) E+18  4.04 (±0.716) E+18  48.1 ±4.71 
75 8.44 (±0.686) E+18  5.35 (±0.296) E+18  3.09 (±0.747) E+18  63.4 ±6.24 
100 8.77 (±0.691) E+18  7.12 (±0.279) E+18  1.65 (±0.745) E+18  81.2 ±7.14 
150 8.80 (±0.679) E+18  2.33 (±0.139) E+18  6.48 (±0.693) E+18  26.4 ±2.58 
200 1.04 (±0.072) E+19  6.07 (±0.110) E+17  9.83 (±0.729) E+18  5.82 ±1.13 
250 1.19 (±0.070) E+19  -1.15 (±0.115) E+18  1.19 (±0.070) E+19  -9.70 ±1.12 




oxygen, which may oxidize various functional groups [12, 13, 18, 19] present in soil, the 
molecular contaminant, or the EPFR.   
For example, oxygen may react with paramagnetic centers bearing unpaired electrons or 
molecular species such as adsorbed PCP or other contaminants. The reaction with a 
paramagnetic center can be excluded because it would decrease the total spin concentration by 
converting the EPFRs to secondary molecular species. However, the oxidation reaction with 
adsorbed molecular PCP or other contaminants will plausibly create additional or new EPFRs 
thus increasing the total EPFRs concentration on the soil matrix. Additionally, trapped PCP or 
other contaminant impurities released from the lattice imperfections [17] by heating will be 
available for oxidation reaction leading to additional increase in total EPFRs concentration.   For 
the results observed above 100oC, the EPFRs formed from oxidation of the molecular species 
and the originally present EPFRs, at these temperatures, surface reactions (Eley-Rideal or 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood reactions) [20] may occur that eventually lead to their partial removal in 
the form of volatile oxidation products that resulted in further spin density decrease.  In addition, 
since the soil is continuously exposed to the atmosphere, continuous adsorption of water active 
metal sites can shift equilibrium away from chemisorption [12, 13] leading to a decrease in 
EPFRs concentration.  
The EPR parameters are shown on Table 4.3. The g-values do not change significantly 
upon heating (0.6 – 5.0% increase). This suggests only a slight rearrangement to a more oxygen-
centered radical. This is in agreement with observations for EPFRs in cigarette smoke, where the 
increase of the g-factor with increased oxygen concentration was attributed to either the 
oxidation of some carbon-centered radicals to oxygen centered radicals or the carbon centered 




observed.  As the temperature increased, the ΔHp-p broadened measurably by 1.5 – 20.0%.  This 
is typical for radicals oxidized by molecular oxygen or forming complexes with molecular 
oxygen.  
4.4       EPFRs Half-Lives   
The 1/e half-lives (τ) of EPFRs formed at 75oC and 100oC from open and closed heating, 
respectively, are depicted in Figure 4.4. Both systems exhibited multiple decays over their 
observable lifetimes. Three distinct decays were observed for the open system (t = 1.7, 23, and 
14 days) and two (t = 1.7 and 6.9 days) for the closed system.  This suggests the EPFR decays 
Figure 4.4 First order decay (normalized) and 1/e lifetimes (T) of detected EPFRs at the 
peak maximum: A) for 5 minutes thermal heating at 75oC under vacuum condition (blue); 




are combinations of multiple forms of radicals derived from the PCP molecular precursor.   A 
mechanism of formation of PCP radical on a metal surface adapted from our previous reports is 
depicted in Figure 4.5. As can be seen on this mechanism, there are numerous possible 
mesomeric structures (oxygen centered, carbon centered, bidentate) that can exist, all of them 
contributing to the true structure of the radical observed [21]. Most of these structures are of 
semiquinone-type radicals and the multiple structures are responsible for the multiple decays.  
However, further investigation will still be needed in order to verify these observed occurrences 
of multiple decays.  
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CHAPTER V.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION*† 
5.1      Summary of Results 
First Study. Environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFRs) have previously been 
observed in association with combustion-generated particles and airborne PM2.5. The results 
from this study concluded that similar radicals were present in soils and sediments at Superfund 
sites.  The tested site was a former wood treating facility-containing pentachlorophenol (PCP) as 
a major contaminant. Both contaminated and non-contaminated (just outside the contaminated 
area) soil samples were collected. The samples were subjected to the conventional humic 
substances (HS) extraction procedure. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was 
used to measure the EPFR concentrations and determine their structure for each sample fraction. 
Analyses revealed a ~30x higher EPFR concentration in the PCP contaminated soils (20.2 x 1017 
spins/g) than in the non-contaminated soil (0.7 x 1017 spins/g).  Almost 90% of the EPFR signal 
originated from the Minerals/Clays/Humins fraction. GC-MS analyses revealed ~6500 ppm of 
PCP in contaminated soil samples and none detected in the background samples. ICP analyses 
revealed ~7x higher concentrations of redox-active transition metals, in particular copper (60 
ppm) in contaminated soils than non-contaminated soils. Vapor phase and liquid phase dosing of 
the clays/minerals/humins fraction of the soil with PCP resulted in an EPR signal identical to that 
observed in the contaminated soil, indicating that the observed EPFR is a pentachlorophenoxyl 
radical.  Chemisorption and electron transfer from PCP to transition metals and other electron 
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sinks in the soil are recognized to be responsible for EPFR formation.  
Second Study. We previously reported the presence of environmentally persistent free 
radicals (EPFRs) in pentachlorophenol (PCP) contaminated soils at a closed wood treatment 
facility site in Georgia.  The reported EPFRs, were pentachlorophenoxyl radicals, formed on 
soils under ambient conditions via electron transfer, a very similar mechanism as EPFRs formed 
on fly-ash in the cool zone of combustors. In this study, we presented confirmatory results for 
soil and sediment samples from other Superfund sites in Montana and Washington.  We found 
the presence of paramagnetic centers associated with different chemical environments that are 
characterized by distinct g-factors and line widths (ΔHp-p). The EPR signal in the Georgia and 
Montana contaminated soils were very similar to those previously observed for PCP 
contaminated soils, i.e., g = 2.00300 and ΔHp-p = 6.0 G. The EPR signals in Washington site 
sediment samples were similar to those previously observed for other PAH contaminated soils, 
i.e., g = 2.00270 and ΔHp-p = 9.0G. EPFRs concentration in contaminated soils was ~30x, ~12x, 
and ~2x higher compared to background soils for Georgia and Montana, and background 
sediment for Washington sites, respectively. Total carbon content measurements exhibited a 
direct correlation with EPFRs concentration.  The presence of radicals in sites contaminated a 
decade to a century ago indicates continuous formation of EPFR from molecular contaminants in 
the soil and sediment. The reactions of chlorinated phenols and PAH with metal substrates in the 
soils and sediments are considered to be responsible for the EPFRs formation and stabilization.  
Third Study. The effect of low temperature thermal treatment in soils contaminated with 
pentachlorophenol (PCP) and pentachlorophenoxyl EPFRs from a former Superfund wood 
treating facility was determined. The pentachlorophenoxyl EPFRs and the PCP molecules’ 




via electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and GC-MS analysis, respectively. We 
employed two systems of thermal treatment: an open heating system (oxygen-rich condition) 
where the soil was heated in open-air atmospheric condition, and a closed heating system 
(oxygen-starved condition) where the soil was under inert and vacuum condition.  EPR analyses 
on the closed heating system indicated the EPFR concentration ranged about 2 to 12 x 1018 
spins/g of soil with a g-factor and linewidth (ΔHp-p) of 2.00311 – 2.00323 and 4.190 – 5.472 
Gauss, respectively, which is consistent with the EPR spectrum of pentachlorophenoxyl radical.  
Whereas, the EPR analyses for the open heating system indicated a relatively slightly broader 
and weaker signal with a EPFR concentration range of 1 to 10 x 1018 spins/g of soil, g-factor of 
2.00327 – 2.00341, and ΔHp-p of 5.209 – 6.721 Gauss.  This indicated the formation of a more 
oxygen-centered structure of the pentachlorophenoxyl radical or a new similar radical.  The peak 
maximum increase in EPFR concentration for the open heating system was 100oC with 10 x 1018 
spins/g of soil and 75oC with 12 x 1018 spins/g of soil for the closed heating system. From the 
EPFRs peak maximum concentrations of these two heating systems, 1/e lifetimes of 2 – 24 days 
at room temperature were determined confirming their persistency in the environment. Multi-
exponential radical decays were observed: 3 exponentials for the open system thermal treatment 
and 2 exponentials for the closed system thermal treatment indicating the effect of the presence 
or absence of oxygen during thermal treatment. The results reported in this study indicate that 
upon induction of heat on soils contaminated with PCP and pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR potential 
multiple chemical reactions and transformations of PCP to pentachlorophenoxyl EPFR (vice 
versa) as well as conceivable formations of new similar radicals are continuously occurring. 
5.2.     General Implications on Environment and Health 




can be formed in PCP contaminated soils indicates EPFRs are not confined to combustion-
generated PM.  The presence of these radicals in soils or sediments contaminated more than 10 
years ago suggests the molecular precursors are continually forming EPFRs.  At uncontrolled 
sites, human exposure can occur by using water containing contaminated sediments or inhalation 
of airborne dust from wind erosion.  Health effects data on EPFRs similar to 
pentachlorophenoxyl, such as EPFRs of 2-monochlorophenol and 1,2-dichlorobenzene [1, 2], 
have been shown to generate ROS, oxidative stress, and cardiopulmonary dysfunction in rat pups 
exposed by inhalation [3-5].  Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that EPFRs associated with 
soils and sediments will also have substantial impact on human health.  
Furthermore, the data reported from our third study suggests that remediation of soils 
contaminated with hazardous materials by the use of low temperature thermal heating greatly 
influences the formation and stabilization of EPFRs.  We have proven that the thermal processes 
either open or closed systems, reduces the molecular PCP contaminant. However, because the 
quantitative total spin concentration of EPFRs of PCP increases to a certain maximum at a 
specific temperature, the observed significant changes in the EPR parameters can be treated as a 
measure of structural changes and reactions induced by heat treatment.  The demonstrated long 
lifetimes of radicals discovered in our studies indicate that these EPFRs are extremely stable and 
may be capable of causing more damage than originally suspected.  This research suggests that 
these EPFRs can be transported in the atmosphere, eventually playing a key role in atmospheric 
reactions, or may cause negative health impacts to exposed populations. The decrease in 
concentration beyond their optimum concentration does not necessarily indicate that EPFRs are 
destroyed completely.  This decrease in concentration is only an initial step for formation of a 




starting molecular precursor.   
Based on the results we gathered from the studies reported here, we state the following 
rationalizations: 
a. The existence of potentially toxic EPFRs questions the long held belief that sorption of 
an organic pollutant to a soil matrix is a method of mitigating its environmental impact. 
b. Techniques are needed for detecting, analyzing, and evaluating the health and 
environmental ramifications of EPFRs in soils and sediments.  
c.  Simple recognition of existence of these potentially toxic EPFRs should be taken into 
consideration for designing a thermal treatment reactor for remediation of soils 
contaminated with hazardous materials.  
5.3.  Recommendations for Additional Research 
 Based from the result of the studies obtained, additional research such as the following 
are needed: 
1. EPFRs were found to bind predominantly in clay/mineral/humin fraction. Further 
characterization of this tri-component fraction is needed. Additional studies to 
chemically tie the exact clay/mineral phases is necessary: this can be performed by 
using x-ray diffraction, XRD, to identify the structure of the crystalline phases present 
and induced coupled plasma, ICP, to complement the XRD in identifying metals 
present on the crystalline structure. For determination of the exact molecular moieties 
of the Humin organic matter associated with EPFRs associated with, nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) can be used to identify elemental speciation within the 
OM fractions and fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy can be used to 




2. Using the same tri-component fraction, in complement to the biomedical studies to be 
conducted by our biomedical team, evaluation on the capability of this fraction in 
generating ROS (reactive oxygen species) is also needed. This can be accomplished 
using EPR spin strapping studies. 
3. Based on literature reports on capability of enzymes present in soil to catalyze 
formation of radicals, we will investigate this effect by studying lacasse and 
peroxidase enzymes on EPFRs formation. This can be accomplished by dosing 
lacasse or peroxidase enzyme on contaminated soil and determine EPFRs formation 
by using EPR spectroscopy. 
4. Studies on EPFRs lifetimes on various soil components will be investigated. Results 
from this study will determine which soil component the EPFR is most stable and 
most persistent. 
5. By using a bottom-up approach, we will investigate which main component(s) of the 
soil or sediment is responsible for the formation of the observed EPFRs in the 
contaminated soil.  Pure single component systems will be studied, such as the clay 
minerals of various types, SOM, biological standards, each pure systems will be 
dosed or incubated with PCP and monitor heir individual capability of forming 
EPFRs. 
6.  Stepwise reconstruction of the soil by its 3 components system (bi- or tri- component 
mixing) will be performed to determine probable synergistic effects for the formation 
of EPFRs.  
7. Additional investigation of aromatic organic pollutants (e.g. PCB, PBDE, PAH, 




sediments. This can be accomplished by using EPR studies on contaminated soils and 
sediments that will be collected from other superfund sites across the whole country. 
8. Investigate the EPFRs observed regarding their capability to form secondary 
pollutants such as dioxins/furans, diphenoquinones.  
9. To align this research to the aims and goals of our LSU Superfund research center, we 
will continue to evaluate its biomedical effects. By using the current samples in hand, 
which is the tri-component fraction, we will collaborate with our biomedical team to 
perform investigations on EPFRs contaminated soils. 
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